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ABSTRACT 

 

It has recently been established that apart from the over or misuse of antibiotics, metal pollution 

in the natural environment may also contribute to antibiotic resistance even when antibiotics are 

absent. The Wonderfonteinspruit (WFS) is highly impacted by a century of gold mining activities 

taking place in South Africa. Therefore, this system was identified as a possible driver for metal 

and antibiotic resistance. The system is also impacted on by agricultural activities and 

urbanization. The overall aim of this study was to investigate antimicrobial (metals and antibiotics) 

resistant heterotrophic plate count (HPC) bacterial levels in the mining impacted WFS and 

receiving Mooi River (MR) system and to identify and characterize multiple antibiotic resistant 

(MAR) bacteria based on their resistance levels and detection antibiotic resistance genes (ARGs) 

they may host. Surface water sampling took place at six sites in close vicinity to the confluence 

of the WFS and MR on three sampling occasions in 2015. R2A agar and R2A agar supplemented 

with antimicrobials (ampicillin, copper (Cu), iron (Fe), lead (Pb) and zinc (Zn)) individually were 

used to isolate HPC bacteria. Various physico-chemical properties were measured using 

standard methods and brought into context with antimicrobial HPC levels. Morphologically 

distinct antimicrobial resistant isolates were purified and screened for antibiotic susceptibility to 

seven antibiotics (ampicillin, amoxicillin, tetracycline, erythromycin, streptomycin, trimethoprim 

and chloramphenicol) from six antibiotic classes by a disc diffusion method. Selected MAR 

isolates were identified by 16S rRNA amplification, sequencing and comparison to the BLASTn 

database. The MIC ranges for the identified isolates towards the original antimicrobial they were 

isolated from and other (amoxicillin, tetracycline, erythromycin and streptomycin) antibiotics were 

determined by agar dilution. Finally, the presence of five ARGs (blaTEM, ampC, tetA, tetL, tetK) 

were screened for by PCR amplification of the gene and sequencing verification.  Physico-

chemical parameters generally exceeded the recommended water quality objectives for the 

catchment. From the statistical analysis of physico-chemical and HPC results it was evident that 

most of the HPC results related to the mining impacted site WFS 1. Co-resistance was observed 

as 82% of the isolates isolated from metal containing media were resistant to at least one 

antibiotic and over 30% of all the antimicrobial resistant isolates were MAR at all of the sites. A 

large proportion of isolates were resistant to all 7 antibiotics tested. Phyla detected among the 

72 MAR isolates were Proteobacteria, Firmicutes, Bacteriodetes and Actinobacteria in 

descending order. Pseudomonas and Acinetobacter genera from the Gammaproteobacteria 

class were most frequently identified among the isolates. High minimum inhibitory concentration 

(MIC) levels for metals and antibiotics were detected amongst all the genera. In general, it was 

observed that the bacterial community was most susceptible to Cu and most resistant to Pb. 

Resistance to the β-lactam antibiotics were most prevalent and most of the identified MAR 
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isolates had high levels of resistance (MIC >100 mg/L) to the antibiotics of this class. blaTEM 

was most prevalent among the ARGs and found in 78% of the MAR bacteria. The ampC and tetA 

genes were detected in four isolates each, whereas tetL and tetK were not detected among the 

MAR isolates of the current study. The study could successfully conclude that metal and antibiotic 

resistance co-occurred in isolates from all of the sites. β-lactamase resistance was widespread 

as was found in previous studies. However, antimicrobial resistance was more prevalent in the 

mining impacted WFS sites compared to the MR and it is therefore concluded that there is a form 

of co-selection taking place for metal and antibiotic resistance. 

 

Key words 

Antibiotic resistance genes, Antimicrobial resistance, co-occurrence of metal and antibiotic 

resistance, metal pollution, multi-antibiotic resistance, minimum inhibitory concentration, surface 

water. 
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It always seems impossible, until it’s done (Nelson Mandela).    

Let us not be discouraged to aim for sufficient, sustainable and 

good quality water to all South Africans. 

 

 

This work is dedicated to my parents Dianne and Michael, sister Marishka and beloved 

Quinton. Your continued support, love and encouragement motivated me throughout this 

study.  May God bless each of you as He has blessed me.  
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CHAPTER 1 

 

Literature study 

 

1.1 Water availability in South Africa and the North West Province 

The South African National Water Act (1998) gives every person in this country the even right to 

potable water. The government is responsible to evenly distribute the source in such a manner 

that human needs are met while protecting the ecosystem and increasing the availability thereof   

(NWA, 1998). A census done in 2011 by StatsSA estimated that the population of South Africa in 

that year was 51.77 million people (DWA, 2013). An increase in population requires an increase 

in resources such as clean or renewable water (DWA, 2013; Oberholster and Ashton, 2008; 

NWPG, 2002). As stated by the Department of Environmental Affairs (DEA, 2012), environmental 

sustainability can only be reached by maintaining environmental systems at healthy levels. In 

order to manage unexpected or long-term water quality problems, records with data on trends and 

history are required. This type of data which aids in prediction of disasters, implementation of 

remedial strategies and uphold of good quality water is still lacking in South Africa and places the 

available water sources in great danger (Fatoki et al., 2001). The water resources of South Africa 

is made up of rivers, dams, lakes, wetlands and subsurface aquifers (DWAF, 2004).  

 

The average rainfall of 450 mm per annum in 2010 is far below the world average of 860 mm per 

annum and the country is seen as the 30th driest country in the world (DWA, 2013). The rainy 

season of 2015 was seen as one of South Africa’s driest yet. This is because of the effects of the 

El Nino weather phenomenon. The North West Province (NWP) was declared as a drought 

disaster area in 2015 by the Cooperative Governance and Traditional Affairs minister 

(http://www.news24.com/SouthAfrica, 2015). There is a variation in rainfall throughout the year in 

this Province with the rainy season taking place in the months from October to March. The NWP 

consists of four water management areas (WMAs) (Crocodile-(West) Marico, Upper Vaal, Middle-

Vaal and Lower-Vaal) (DWAF, 2010). It shares these WMAs with an independent country 

(Botswana) as well as neighboring Provinces. Water resources of this Province are derived from 

rivers, dams, pans, wetlands and dolomite eyes fed by aquifers (DWA, 2013; NWPG, 2002). 

However, many rivers in the Province are dry for most of the year. The lack of adequate water 

limits economic growth and and development in the Province (NWDACE, 2008). 

 

1.2 Economic and social relevance of the Wonderfonteinspruit and Mooi River 

The area selected for this study is the upper Mooi River (MR) and Wonderfonteinspruit (WFS) 

catchments. Six sample sites surrounding the confluence of the upper MR and lower WFS were 

http://www.news24.com/SouthAfrica
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selected. Both these systems support important economic activities such as the mining, 

agriculture and urban areas (Kalule-Sabiti and Heath, 2008).  

 

The WFS, originates south of Krugersdorp in Gauteng and passes through an area known to have 

the richest gold deposits in the world (Coetzee et al., 2006). Its name literally means “Wonderful- 

Fountain- Stream” and dolomite rich groundwater feeds the stream through karst springs 

(Hamman, 2012, Winde, 2010). The catchment area is about 1600 km2 and the stream about 90 

km long (Winde, 2010). The upper WFS passes Kagiso, Azaadville and Randfontein into 

Donaldson Dam in the West Rand goldfield (Coetzee et al., 2006). This area was first mined for 

gold in 1887, only one year after gold was first discovered in the Witwatersrand (McCarthy, 2006). 

Mining in the area has been ceased and the area is left with abandoned and un-rehabilitated slime 

dams and rock and sand dumps (Coetzee et al., 2006). The Donaldson Dam deposits its water 

into a 1-m pipeline (Winde, 2010).  The pipeline stretches over 32 km and discharges in 

Carltonville which is known as the lower WFS (Coetzee et al., 2006). The WFS in this area 

supported 10 major mines which produced a total of 7300 tons of gold (Winde, 2010; Coetzee et 

al., 2006). After passing Carletonville and Welverdiend the WFS finally joins the MR upstream 

from Potchefstroom (Coetzee et al., 2006). In addition to the mining industry, the WFS is used for 

irrigation and livestock watering (Hamman, 2012). 

 

The MR catchment area forms part of the Upper Vaal WMA (Van der Walt et al., 2002). This river 

has its origin in Derby in the North West Province (NWP) from where the river flows through 

agricultural land to the Klerkskraal Dam (Barnard et al., 2013). Several kilometers after Klerkskraal 

Dam the MR is joined by the WFS. The river then flows into Boskop Dam and Potchefstroom Dam 

which regulates the flow of the river, before it reaches the town of Potchefstroom. The Boskop 

and Potchefstroom dams are both used for certain recreational activities and informal settlements 

are increasingly developing on the banks of the MR (Jordaan and Bezuidenhout, 2016; Barnard 

et al., 2013; Van der Walt et al., 2002). The approximately 124,000 inhabitants of Potchefstroom 

use the water of the MR as the sole source of domestic and drinking water (Jordaan and 

Bezuidenhout, 2016; Barnard et al., 2013; Coetzee et al., 2006). The MR has been an important 

source of irrigation for many generations of farms surrounding the river (Van der Walt et al., 2002). 

 

Water management of this catchment has become more and more complex as the level of 

pollution and water demand increased. Awareness has been on the contribution of mining 

industries to pollution of ground- and surface water of the WFS (Durand, 2012; Coetzee et al, 

2006; Van der Walt et al., 2002). Though the major pollutant of the WFS is mining activity (point 

source) it is not the sole perpetrator. Other influences include 21 discharge points, a number of 
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non-point mine discharges, sewage works, formal and informal settlements, industries and 

agriculture (Coetzee et al., 2006). 

 

Applications associated with agriculture such as run-off from nutritional additives, fertilizers, 

pesticides and fungicides are released and spread into the environment via manure (Seiler and 

Berendonk, 2012; Zhang et al., 2012; Dallas and Day, 2004). These sources of pollution may 

contribute to chemical as well as microbiological contamination of surface- and ground waters 

(Kalule-Sabiti and Heath, 2008, Coetzee et al., 2006; Griesel and Jagals, 2002). Polluted water 

have the potential to host pathogenic or potentially pathogenic organisms that may contribute to 

water borne diseases (Cho et al., 2010; Pereira, 2009; Darakas et al., 2009). 

 

1.3. Water Quality  

The biological, physical and chemical properties of water describes the quality of the water 

(DWAF, 1996). Water quality is influence by many factors including human and natural factors. 

Bezuidenhout (2012) outlined the importance of regular monitoring of the physico-chemical and 

microbiological quality of surface water. Each application of water (aquatic ecosystem health, 

domestic, agricultural, industrial and recreational) has its own specific standard for water quality 

parameters known as the Target Water Quality Range (TWQR) (DWAF, 1996). As the climate, 

geomorphology, geology and biotic composition vary in different regions, the water quality 

standards also vary for each region (Dallas and Day, 2004). The DWA has released unique 

Resource Water Quality Objectives (RWQOs) (summarized in Table 2.1) for the MR catchment 

(DWAF, 2009). Jordaan and Bezuidenhout (2016) detected that most of the water quality 

parameters were outside the RWQOs set out for the MR. 

 

1.3.1 Bacteriological quality of water with a focus on HPC 

Human activities cause undesirable and potentially irreversible changes in the environment. 

These impacts include adverse effects on ecosystem structures and biodiversity (Jordaan and 

Bezuidenhout, 2016). Biomonitoring is the process in which living organisms sensitive to toxic 

agents are monitored in the environment (Al-Bahry et al., 2012). Analysis of the bacterial 

community is a general practice in monitoring water quality as they are ubiquitous in aquatic 

environments and can be used to indicate sources of pollution (Molale and Bezuidenhout, 2016; 

Dunn et al., 2014). 

 

HPC bacteria include any bacteria that grow on low concentrations of organic nutrients (Edberg 

and Allen, 2004). This covers a broad spectrum of bacteria including pathogens or potential 

pathogens and coliforms (Allen et al., 2004). Isolation of heterotrophic bacteria on organic nutrient 

media only yield a small percentage of the total number of heterotrophic bacteria from the 
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environment (Allen et al., 2004). There is no standard for the allowable number of HPC bacteria 

in surface waters. Some common pathogens found among heterotrophic bacteria include 

members of the genera: Pseudomonas, Aeromonas, Acinetobacter, Flavobacterium, Alcaligens, 

Achromobacter and Mycobacterium (Stelma et al., 2004). These bacteria may not occur in the 

natural environment in enough numbers to have adverse effects on healthy humans, however, 

their presence pose a risk to immunocompromised individuals and children (Jordaan and 

Bezuidenhout, 2016; Paulse et al., 2009).  

 

A study of the MR that used a metagenomics approach and linking this data to physico-chemical 

parameters to bacterial dynamics (Jordaan and Bezuidenhout, 2016) found 10 phyla, 16 classes 

and 75 genera from all of the sites studied. Of the 10 phyla detected by this approach the most 

abundant in descending order were Proteobacteria, Bacteriodetes and Actinobacter. Thus, there 

is a diverse bacterial community present in the MR.  

 

These phyla that were detected in the MR, have previous been found to be resistant to both metals 

and antibiotics. In recent studies it was demonstrated that Proteobacteria were of the most 

frequently detected antimicrobial resistant bacteria (Henriques et al., 2016; Pal et al., 2015; Moller 

et al., 2014; Vaz Moreira et al., 2014). Vaz Moreira and co-workers (2014) also detected 

antimicrobial resistant Bacteriodetes and Firmitcutes in water of their study that investigated the 

link between bacteria in water and the human biome. The co-selection of resistance to antibiotics 

and metals was also recently found in arctic bacteria from the Proteobacteria, Bacteriodetes, 

Firmicutes and Actinobacter phyla (Moller et al., 2014). Pseudomonas is the most predominant 

genus detected with this trait and this is attributed to the fact that species in this genus host a 

number of intrinsic resistance determinants (Henriques et al., 2016; Hwang et al., 2005). Also the 

plasticity of their genome should allow members of this genus to acquire all known antibiotic 

resistance mechanisms (Luczkiewics et al., 2015).   

 

1.3.2 Temperature of surface waters 

Temperature directly or indirectly influences the equilibrium of each of the other physico-chemical 

parameters (Delpla et al., 2009). The geographical properties of the region, seasonal changes, 

time of day, water flow, depth, air circulation, altitude and latitude and anthropogenic activities all 

alter the temperatures measured in the environment (Makhlough, 2008; Ahipathy and Puttaiah, 

2006; DWAF, 1996). Thermal pollution may alter surface water temperatures and involves heated 

discharges into the environment usually from metal foundries, returned irrigation water, sewage 

treatment and power plants (Dallas and Day, 2004). Temperature deviations can have a lethal 

effect on organisms found in water resources and a distinct difference in the bacterial community 

is often found between warmer and colder temperatures (Henne et al., 2013; Dallas and Day, 
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2004). A similar result was found by Jordaan and Bezuidenhout (2013) in the Vaal River, South 

Africa, in their study on the seasonal changes of physico-chemical parameters in this water 

source.  

 

1.3.3 pH of surface waters 

pH is determined by bicarbonate (HCO3
-), carbonate (CO3

2-), hydroxyl (OH-) and hydrogen ion 

concentrations in a sample, and is an indication of how acidic (0-7) or alkaline (8-14) a source is 

at a given temperature (DWAF, 1996). A lower pH leads to the release of elements from the 

sediment which may be toxic to organisms found in the water (Venkatesharaju et al., 2010). 

Natural factors that may lower the pH of surface waters include: (i) leaching of water from the 

water table with a lower pH (Winde, 2010), (ii) temperature changes (Ideriah et al., 2010), and (iii) 

acid rain (Sutcliff, 1998). Point source pollution such as wastewater dumping or industrial pollution 

(e.g. metals or acid mine drainage from mining) also changes the chemical character of the source 

and alters the pH (Barnard et al., 2013; Coetzee et al., 2006). Certain buffering systems present 

in water strive to maintain the pH at a neutral range of 7 (Dallas and Day, 2004). The main acid-

base equilibria system is that of dioxide-bicarbonate-carbonate (DWAF, 1996). This buffering 

system has been observed in the surface water bodies of the MR catchment area (Barnard et al., 

2013).  

 

1.3.4 Total dissolved solids (TDS)  

TDS is an indication of the level of inorganic salts and traces of organic materials present in water 

sources and is influenced by the solubility of minerals found in the environment such as soil, rock- 

and plant material (Dallas and Day, 2004; DWAF, 1996). TDS levels are usually impacted on by 

sources such as industrial effluent, sewage waste water, urban- and agricultural run-off (WHO, 

2003). Natural causes of high TDS can be attributed to weathering of minerals in the environment 

or temperature changes (Delpla et al., 2009; Coetzee et al., 2006; Atekwana et al., 2004). TDS 

has an influence on the aesthetic value of water and may indicate the presence of harmful 

chemical contaminants (Dallas and Day, 2004; DWAF, 1996). TDS levels exceeding the 

acceptable standards for various uses have been measured in parts of the MR (Monapathi, 2014; 

Barnard et al., 2013). This was attributed to agricultural- and wastewater run-off and the geology 

of the environment as described by Van Wyk et al. (2012) and Moniruzzaman et al. (2009). 

 

1.3.5 Nutrients (Nitrates and Phosphates) 

Commonly released nutrients into water sources include nitrogen and phosphorous which become 

available for up-take by plants, algae and cyanobacteria, this could result in eutrophication (Dallas 

and Day, 2004; Walmsley, 2000). Nutrients settle to sediments and may re-suspend into the water 

column if the sediment is disturbed for example by cattle that walk into the river as observed by 
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Line and co-workers (1998). Nitrogen is most commonly present in water sources in three ionic 

reactive forms namely ammonium (NH4
+), nitrite (NO2

-) and nitrate (NO3
-). Natural sources of 

nitrate to surface water include leaching nitrogen from natural soils or bedrock nitrogen (Holloway 

and Dahlgren, 2002). Farmers apply fertilizers to crops to enhance growth, which contain these 

nutrients which ultimately reach rivers in the form of agricultural run-off (Suthar et al., 2009; Yang 

et al., 2007). The products from the nitrification process pose great dangers for both human and 

animal health as it possess carcinogenic effects (Sutton et al., 2011; Gatseva and Argiova, 2008; 

Yang et al., 2007). Phosphates are usually seen as a limiting factor for eutrophication (Oberholster 

and Ashton, 2008). Dallas and Day (2004) attribute the presence of phosphate to poor managed 

sewage water, animal waste, crop residues and anthropogenic run-off. Both nitrates and 

phosphates have been measured to exceed the RWQOs in the MR, with the highest levels 

generally detected in Potchefstroom Dam (Barnard et al., 2013).  

 

1.3.6 Sulphates in surface waters (SO4
2-) 

Sulphates (SO4
2-) occur naturally in the environment in forms such as barite (BaSO4), gypsum 

(CaSO4.2H2O) and epsomite (MgSO4.7H2O) (Swamy et al., 2013). Chemical processes that 

release sulphates are commonly associated with mining effluent (DWAF, 2009). Limestone is 

often incorporated to raise the pH of mining effluent to please downstream consumers. However, 

a reaction between sulphuric acid with alkaline dolomite and limestone forms sulphate salts in the 

environment (Durand, 2012). Furthermore, sulphuric acid is a by-product of fertilizers and many 

agrochemicals applied in agricultural activities (Kume et al., 2010; Koh et al., 2007). Past studies 

in the MR measured sulphate levels to be higher after the WFS confluence and attributed these 

levels to mining pollution from the WFS (Barnard et al., 2013; Durand, 2012; Van der Walt et al., 

2002). 

 

1.3.7 Chemical oxygen demand (COD) 

COD is a measurement of the level of oxygen as a strong oxidizing agent consumed during the 

oxidization of organic matter (Noguerol-Arias et al., 2012). It indicates the presence of organic 

matter which also contributes to the total amount of suspended solids in the water (Hur et al., 

2010; DWAF, 1996). COD loads in surface water are usually attributed to agricultural, industrial 

or domestic pollution (DWAF, 1996). The RWQOs do not stipulate acceptable levels of COD for 

the MR, however, usually <75 mg/L COD is acceptable for surface water (DPW, 2012). 
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1.4 Antimicrobials 

An antimicrobial is any compound that exerts a deadly effect on microbes or which inhibits the 

growth of microorganisms (Leekha et al., 2011).  In this document antimicrobials referred to are 

metals and antibiotics.  

 

1.4.1 Metals in the environment and their antimicrobial mode of action 

Metals incorporated as antimicrobials have been popular since antiquity (Lemire et al., 2013). 

Heavy metals are defined as metals with a density above 5 g/cm3 (Amalesh et al., 2012). There 

are 53 naturally occurring heavy metals (Nies, 1999). Metals in the environment are usually found 

within rock in the form of insoluble silicates and sulphates. Atmospheric pressures cause these 

compounds to decompose and metals are released into water bodies (Spitz and Trudinger, 2009).  

 

Leaching of metals is strongly depended on the solubility of the metal and this is depended on pH 

of the environment (Spitz and Trudinger, 2009). Anthropogenic activities that lead to the 

accumulation of heavy metals in the environment include mining activities, agriculture and 

domestic chemical applications. The act of mining itself, which involves the removal and 

processing of ores, does not contaminate the environment. However, mine wastes are transferred 

to the environment by leaching into ground- and surface waters, dust emission and tailing 

solutions (DEAT, 2008).  Furthermore, the diverse and abundant use of metals in feed additives, 

fertilizers and pesticides also contribute to the release of heavy metals such as Cd, Co, Cr, Cu, 

Fe, Hg, Mn, Ni, Pb and Zn into the environment (Seiler and Berendonk, 2012; Burridge et al., 

2010). The sediment often acts as a sinkhole for metals as it contains oxides, hydroxides and 

oxyhydroxides.  

 

Most heavy metals are essential trace elements, thus cells have natural uptake mechanisms for 

some metals (Amalesh et al., 2012; Silver and Pung, 2009; Nies, 1999). Their cellular functions 

are critical especially with regards to their role in structure of DNA, proteins and cell membranes 

(Lemire et al., 2013). However, they have the ability to form complex compounds that accumulate 

within the cell and become toxic (Lemire et al., 2013; Nies, 1999). Certain physical parameters of 

the water such as salinity, acidity and hardness determines the rates of accumulation and toxicity 

of the metals in organisms (Durand, 2012). Metals are toxic to microbes due to (i) the chemical 

affinity of the heavy metal to the thiol groups found within the cell, (ii) the affinity to macro-

biomolecules and (iii) the solubility of the heavy metal (Seiler and Berendonk, 2012). The most 

common mechanisms in which metals exert injury to microbial cells relate to oxidative stress, 

protein damage, or membrane alterations which disrupts the normal functionality of the cell 

(Lemire et al., 2013). Metals specific to this study, their mode of action and mechanisms by which 

microbes become resistant to each are discussed in Section 1.6. 
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1.4.2 Antibiotics and their modes of action 

Infectious diseases have been the leading cause of mortality in almost all of human’s existence 

(Aminov, 2010). The discovery of antibiotics which kill bacteria that cause infectious disease, was 

seen as a “wonder discovery” (Davies and Davies, 2010). Since the discovery of penicillin in 1928 

antibiotics have become an important part in life on earth and have led to great advances in the 

effective treatment of diseases (Martinez, 2009). Davies and Davies (2010) defined the term 

antibiotic as “any class of organic molecule that inhibits or kills microbes by specific interactions 

with bacterial targets, without any consideration of the source of the particular compound or class”.  

 

Antibiotics are grouped into classes according to their mode of action in bacterial cells (Kohanski 

et al., 2010). Kohanski and co-workers (2010) described cell death due to antibiotics as a complex 

process which firstly involves a physical interaction between molecule and target site, followed by 

alterations of the cell at biochemical, molecular and structural levels. The eukaryotic and 

prokaryotic cell differs in many ways and antibiotics target these structural differences in order to 

treat bacterial infections without affecting the eukaryotic cell. These structural differences include 

the presence of a peptidoglycan layer in prokaryotic cell which is absent in the eukaryotic cell and 

the bacterial ribosome differs from its counterparts in eukaryotic cells, as they are much smaller 

in prokaryotic cells (Kaufman, 2011; Tenover, 2006).  

 

Antibiotics that interfere with bacterial cell wall synthesis do so in two ways, both of which focus 

on interference with the synthesis of the peptidoglycan layer. The first is involves an interference 

with the enzymes necessary for peptidoglycan layer synthesis (Tenover, 2006). The second 

prevents the cross-linking steps by binding to the terminal ᴅ- alanine residues of the emerging 

peptidoglycan chain, therefore making cell wall synthesis unstable (Reynolds, 1989). Antibiotics 

which exert an action against protein synthesis usually bind to the 30S or 50S ribosomal sub-units 

(Tenover, 2006). Some antibiotics disrupt DNA synthesis and cause lethal double-strand DNA 

breaks during replication (Kohanski et al., 2010). Others exert their antibacterial effect by blocking 

the folic acid synthesis pathway, ultimately inhibiting DNA synthesis (Tenover, 2006). Details of 

the antibiotics relevant to this study are discussed in Section 1.6. 

 

1.5 Antimicrobial resistance 

Microbes have developed the ability to withstand toxic attacks, a term commonly known as 

antimicrobial resistance. However, antimicrobial resistance is a complex concept as there are 

many factors that contribute to the phenomenon such as the variety of antimicrobials that exert 

an effect and different environments and taxonomic groups in which this phenomenon is present 

(Pal et al., 2015; Chudobova et al., 2014). 
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1.5.1 Microbial metal resistance mechanisms 

Microbes respond to excess metal concentrations by becoming resistant to toxic levels of heavy 

metals. There are three possible mechanisms by which organisms become resistant to toxic levels 

of metals. The first mechanism is an active efflux of the of the heavy metal ion out of the cell 

(Spain and Alm, 2003; Bruins et al., 2000). It is the most cost effective and popular way of 

detoxification (Nies, 1999). The second mechanism involves complexation of the heavy metal ion 

within the cell. This usually occurs with metals which have a high affinity for sulfurs and is changed 

to complexes by thiol-containing molecules. This is the most “expensive” way of detoxification in 

terms of ATP used by the cell (Spain and Alm, 2003; Nies, 1999). The third mechanism involves 

the reduction of the heavy metal to a less toxic oxidative state (Spain and Alm, 2003; Bruins et 

al., 2000; Nies, 1999).  The reduced products should be removed from the cell and this is usually 

done by an efflux system that is most effective at low concentrations of the metal (Nies, 1999).  

 

1.5.2 Microbial antibiotic resistance mechanisms  

An increase in usage of antibiotics has led to an increase in pollution and bio-availability thereof 

in the environment and microbes have developed ways to resist the effect of antibiotics (Amalesh 

et al., 2012; Martinez, 2009). Rapid dissemination of antibiotic resistance have raised concerns 

on the part that water environments play in the occurrence of this phenomenon (Berglund, 2015; 

Chudobova et al., 2014; Lachmayr et al., 2009; Kümmerer, 2003). Studies have further shown 

that little of the antibiotics found in the environment are as a result of naturally occurring antibiotic-

producing strains, but rather as result of human application. Some microbes are not only resistant 

to one class of antibiotics, but have developed resistance to a number of antibiotic classes, thus 

elevating their level of resistance to antibiotic treatment (Davies and Davies, 2010).    

 

Susceptible populations become antibiotic resistant by mutation and selection or by acquiring 

resistance encoding genetic information from other bacteria (Davies and Davies, 2010). Antibiotic 

resistance due to mutations is caused by use of antimicrobials, in which susceptible strains were 

killed and newly resistant strains were allowed to survive and grow. This is termed vertical 

evolution (Madhavan and Maruli, 2011 & Tenover, 2006). Mutations can cause resistance in four 

ways; the first is an alteration of the target protein of the antibiotic which involves modification or 

elimination of the binding site. The second is an up regulation of enzymes which inactivates the 

antibiotic. The third mechanism involves an alteration of a protein channel on the outer membrane 

required by the substance to enter the cell (example: OmpF in E. coli). A fourth mechanism 

involves an efflux pump which expel the antibiotic out of the cell (Madhavan and Maruli, 2011, 

Davies and Davies, 2010; Tenover, 2006).  
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A great concern lies in acquired bacterial antibiotic resistance and the readily dissemination 

thereof between susceptible populations (Tenover, 2006). Genes for antibiotic resistance have 

been found on both chromosomes and plasmids (Amalesh et al., 2012). The genes can be 

transferred via horizontal gene transfer (HGT) pathways (Martinez, 2009). Mechanisms involved 

in acquiring genetic information include transformation, conjugation or transduction, all of which 

may be facilitated by mobile genetic elements (MGEs) transposons, integrons and plasmids with 

regards to transfer and incorporation (Marti et al., 2013; Alekshun and Levy, 2007). These 

mechanisms allow bacteria to become resistant to multiple antibiotic classes and may occur 

between different bacterial species and genera. This is termed horizontal evolution (Madhavan 

and Maruli, 2011; Tenover, 2006). During cell lysis of resistant bacteria, resistance genes are 

released into the environment. These resistance genes can also be acquired by other bacteria 

and incorporated, thus transforming the previously susceptible strain into a resistant strain 

(Tenover, 2010). 

 

1.5.3 Co-selection of metal and antibiotic resistance 

A study by Alonso et al. (2001) found antibiotic resistant bacteria in a chemically polluted 

environment without antibiotics as a selective pressure. This observation suggested that there are 

other factors selecting for antibiotic resistance in the natural environment. Recent global studies 

have suggested that metal contamination can directly select for metal resistance and co-select for 

antibiotic resistance in the environment (Amalesh et al., 2012; Martinez, 2009; McArthur et al., 

2012; Nies, 1999). This co-selection phenomenon has been found in a variety of natural 

environments. Henriques and co-workers (2016) recently found that bacteria on salt marsh plants 

that sequestrate and accumulate heavy metals, in contaminated environments, were resistant to 

both heavy metals and antibiotics, while there exists no antibiotic pressures. Pal and co-workers 

(2015) highlighted that data related to co-selection of metal and antibiotic resistance is still lacking 

and that it is difficult to say which metals are likely to co-select for which antibiotic resistance. 

However, they investigated a large range of completely sequenced genomes from over 565 

different bacterial genera and found that genomes with metal or biocide resistance genes (BRGs) 

carried antimicrobial resistance genes more frequently than those without. Seiler and Berendonk 

(2012) specified minimum co-selective concentrations (MCC) of certain metals that result in a co-

selection of antibiotic resistance, in their review of recent studies investigating this phenomenon.  

 

1.6 Antimicrobials of the current study and resistance mechanisms 

The antimicrobials of interest included four heavy metals (Cu, Fe, Pb, and Zn) and seven 

antibiotics (ampicillin, amoxicillin, tetracycline, erythromycin, streptomycin, trimethoprim and 

chloramphenicol) from six classes.  
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1.6.1 Copper (Cu) 

Cu is an essential trace element and important redox co-factor in catalytic activities of enzymes 

(Argüello et al., 2013; Nies, 1999). Proteins incorporate Cu to aid with cell structure and catalytic 

processes (Flemming and Trevors, 1989). It is one of the oldest materials used in industries such 

as architecture, electricity, coinage, biochemical as well as chemical applications (Richardson, 

1997).  In agriculture, Cu is a growth promotor that is commonly added as a feed additive (Wales 

and Davies, 2015). Cu interacts with radicals easily especially oxygen where it forms 

hydroperoxide radicals which lead to protein damage, making it toxic to microbes in the 

environment (Argüello et al., 2013; Dupont et al., 2011 & Nies, 1999).  

 

Resistance for Cu is encoded on both plasmids and chromosomes (Pal et al., 2015; Altimira et 

al., 2012; Nies, 1999). The detoxification and efflux of Cu is often mediated by the CopB system 

(Nies, 1999). Altimera et al. (2012) isolated five strains of Cu resistant bacteria belonging to 

Stenotrophomonas, Sphingomonas and Arthrobacter genera in Cu-polluted agricultural soils with 

MICs ranging from 3.1 - 4.7 mM for Cu. Pal and co-workers (2015) found that Cu resistance genes 

on chromosomes associated with many ARG’s. Previous studies have measured Cu 

concentrations that exceeded worldwide levels in both the MR and WFS systems (Hamman, 2012; 

Van Aard and Erdman, 2004). 

 

1.6.2 Iron (Fe) 

Fe plays an important part in many biochemical processes in the biological cell such as electron 

transfer, cell structure, photosynthesis, oxygen transfer, gene regulation (Kalantari, 2008; 

Krewulak and Vogel, 2008). Most of the common ore and rock forming minerals contain large 

amounts of Fe. Gangue most commonly associated with Fe-ore is dolomite, quartz, calcite and 

feldspar, carbonaceous matter and clay substances (Taylor et al., 1988). Detrimental effects of 

Fe depends on the pH, the amount and type of dissolved organic matter and the redox conditions. 

Phosphates, trace elements and fluoride are known to enhance Fe (II) oxidation in the 

environment. Kimiran-Erdem et al. (2015) recently found Fe concentrations in surface water to 

correlate with antibiotic resistance which includes it as a potential selector for antibiotic resistance.  

 

A lack of Fe is more commonly the reason for bacterial mortality rather than an excess thereof 

(Kim et al., 2009). However, high concentrations of Fe has shown to result in a decrease of 

bacterial growth and thus it still poses a toxic threat to bacteria in high concentrations (Mgbemena 

et al., 2012). This could be attributed to Fe that catalyze the Fenton reaction which produce a 

highly reactive hydroxyl radical, which in turn damages the cell membrane (Kim et al., 2009).  
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In 2011, high concentrations of Fe was measured in the Tweelopiespruit, Rietspruit and 

Bloubankspruit river systems which form part of the Witwatersrand mining area (Durand, 2012). 

The Tweelopiespruit converges with the WFS and thus a high concentration of Fe is expected in 

the WFS.  

 

1.6.3 Lead (Pb) 

Pb is a toxic metal that is found naturally in the environment. During melting, smelting and 

recycling activities Pb is also released into the environment where it deposits in water, dust, food 

and soil (Zhang et al., 2012; Von Schirnding et al., 2003). Pb contamination is often associated 

with gold mining activities (Sabah and Fouzul, 2012). High levels of Pb was previously measured 

in Klerkskraal-, Potchefstroom- and Boskop dams. These were attributed to alkyls released by 

motorboat exhausts (Van Aard and Erdmann, 2004). Hamman (2012) measured concentrations 

of Pb in the lower WFS at 1.32 times higher than that of the MR and attributed it to gold mining in 

the vicinity of the WFS. 

 

There are several ways in which bacterial cells become resistant to the toxic effect of Pb (Naik 

and Dubey, 2013). These mechanisms include PIB –type ATPases transport proteins that cause 

an efflux of Pb out of the bacterial cell by ATPases transport proteins, induction of metallothioneins 

that immobilize Pb by sequestration thereof and changes to cell morphology (Jaroslawiecka and 

Piotrowska-Seget, 2014; Naik and Dubey, 2013;  Liu et al., 2003; Blindauer et al., 2002). Roane 

and Kellogg (1996) found Pb resistant bacteria in soils that have had no previous Pb exposure, 

suggesting that Pb resistance is wide spread in the environment. Additional to Pb resistance these 

bacteria showed multiple resistance to antibiotics. Drudge and co-workers (2012) found a Pb 

resistance gene cluster alongside genes encoding multiple antibiotic resistance on transferable 

plasmids in floc bacteria influenced by trace elements.   

 

1.6.4 Zinc (Zn)  

Life is impossible without Zn and it is therefore an important heavy metal to investigate in biological 

processes (Zhang et al., 2012; Nies, 1999). However, both a deficiency and an excess of Zn can 

be fatal to bacterial cells (Coudhury and Srivastava, 2001). There are four ways in which bacteria 

resist the inhibitory effect of Zn: (i) through extracellular accumulation, (ii) efflux systems, (iii) 

intracellular sequestration and (iv) metallothionein sequestration (Coudhury and Srivastava, 

2001).  

 

Zn holds the highest concentration in animal manure compared to any other heavy metal (Zhang 

et al., 2012). Zn often makes its way to water environments where it has a high affinity for organic 

matter in sediment (Seiler and Berendonk, 2012). Hamman (2012) determined the Zn 
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concentrations of the WFS to be 103.49 times higher than the levels measured in the MR. This 

was again attributed to the upstream gold mining activities.  

  

1.6.5 β-lactams (Ampicillin and Amoxicillin) 

Β-lactams are one of the oldest known and popular classes of antibiotics with over 50 antibiotics 

representing this class (Lewis, 2013, Lachmayr et al., 2009; Poole, 2004). They dominate the 

world antibiotic market as two thirds of the antibiotics administered to humans worldwide belong 

to this class (Lachmayr et al., 2009; Poole, 2004). Their mode of action is to target the enzymes 

(Penicillin-Binding proteins) involved in cell wall synthesis (Lewis, 2013; Poole, 2004). However, 

shortly after the introduction of penicillin in 1945, bacteria showed resistance towards this 

antibiotic class which involves hydrolysis of the amide bond in the four- member β-lactam ring by 

β-lactamase (Lewis, 2013, Lachmayr et al., 2009; Poole, 2004). Previous studies investigating the 

co-selection of metals and antibiotics found resistance to this class of antibiotics more frequently 

than any other, in isolates that were resistant to multiple antibiotics and metals (Chudobova et al., 

2014; Hwang et al., 2005).  

 

1.6.6 Aminoglycosides (Streptomycin) 

The discovery of streptomycin produced by Streptomyces griseus in the early 1940’s gave rise to 

the group aminoglycosides that include streptomycin, neomycin, kanamycin and gentamycin (Van 

Hoek et al., 2011). This drug was the first to successfully treat tuberculosis (TB) and has since 

become the drug of choice in treatment of TB (Jagielski et al., 2014). Aminoglycosides exert their 

effect by binding to the 30S ribosomal sub-unit and inhibit protein synthesis (Jagielski et al., 2014; 

Springer et al., 2001). Some resistance mechanisms to streptomycin involves mutations in the 

rpsL and rrs genes which ultimately reduces the affinity for streptomycin (Nhu et al., 2012). The 

most common resistance mechanism to streptomycin is enzymatic modification of the agent by 

any of a number of aminoglycoside modifying enzymes (Ramirez and Tolmasky, 2010). Recent 

studies have shown that Cu and to a lesser extend Zn inhibit aminoglycoside acetyltransferase 

(AAC) resistance enzymes, thus enhancing bacterial susceptibility towards aminoglycoside 

antibiotics in environments with high concentrations of these metals (Henriques et al., 2016). 

 

1.6.7 Tetracycline 

Tetracycline is used to treat bacterial infections of both Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria 

(Ullah et al., 2012). They inhibit protein synthesis by binding to the 30S ribosome sub-unit and 

interfering with the association of the bacterial ribosome with aminoacyl-tRNA (Adesoji et al., 

2015). Over 40 tetracycline resistance genes are known of which most (60%) code for efflux 

pumps, the others protect ribosomes by decreasing the affinity of the tetracycline to the ribosome 

or inactivate tetracycline by enzymatic activity (Sun et al., 2014; Ullah et al., 2012). The same 
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tetracycline resistance genes are found across different bacterial genera, indicating a transfer of 

these genes amongst the bacterial population (Ullah et al., 2012; Auerbach et al., 2007). The most 

commonly found tetracycline resistance genes are associated with plasmids and transposons 

which indicate that tetracycline resistance is acquired (Adesoji et al., 2015; Ullah et al., 2012). 

 

1.6.8 Macrolides (Erythromycin)  

Macrolides are drugs that contain a 12- or more element macrocyclic lactone ring. A variety of 

bioactive agents form part of the macrolide class of compounds. These include antifungal drugs, 

prokinetics, immune-suppressants and antibiotics. Antibiotics form part of 14-, 15- and 16- 

membered macrolides. They penetrate tissue easily and have effective antimicrobial activity once 

inside the cell. The first macrolide antibiotic introduced to clinical practice was Erythromycin A, 

isolated from Streptomyces more than 50 years ago (Kanoch and Rubin, 2010).  

 

Erythromycin resistance in especially streptococci have been widely investigated in clinical 

samples (Juda et al., 2016; Schroeder and Stephens, 2016; Veraldo et al., 2009). Resistance 

mechanisms consist either of an efflux of erythromycin or by a methylase-mediated modification 

of a ribosomal target site (Veraldo et al., 2009). The erm class gene-encode methylases 

associated with ribosomal target site modification. It causes an uncommon mutation of 23S rRNA 

or ribosomal proteins, when an adenine residue in 23S rRNA is methylated post-transcriptionally. 

This may then lead to co-resistance to macrolide, lancosamide and streptogramin B (MLSB) 

resistance as their ability to bind to the ribosome is reduced (Juda et al., 2016; Schroeder and 

Stephens, 2016; Veraldo et al., 2009). 

 

1.6.9 Trimethoprim 

Trimethoprim and sulfonamides are often combined in treatment in order to have a broader 

spectrum of inhibition (Eliopoulos and Huovinen, 2001). Trimethoprim exerts its antibacterial effect 

by binding to the dihydrofolate reductase enzyme which prevent bacteria from forming 

tetrahydrofolic acid which is required for the synthesis of thymidine. Thus, trimethoprim inhibits 

DNA or RNA synthesis (Brolund et al., 2010; Quinlivan et al., 2000). Bacterial resistance to 

trimethoprim usually relate to the function of the outer membrane, by for example permeability 

barriers or efflux pumps (Eliopoulos and Huovinen, 2001). Trimethoprim resistance genes that 

belong to the dfr (dihydrofolate reductase) gene family are often found on class 1 and class 2 

integrons and are widespread in the environment (Berglund, 2015). Bacteriodetes-, Clostridium- 

and Neiserria spp have natural insensitivity to this antibiotic (Eliopoulos and Huovinen, 2001). Co-

resistance of trimethoprim and heavy metals generally found on class 1 integrons have been 

observed in metal polluted environments (Nageswaran et al., 2012; Akinbowale et al., 2007). 
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1.6.10 Chloramphenicol 

Chloramphenicol is a broad spectrum antibiotic and popular due to easy storage. This antibiotic 

inhibits protein synthesis by binding to the 50S ribosomal sub-unit. However, its usage has 

decreased dramatically due to its adverse side effects and antibiotic resistance (Lopez-Perez et 

al., 2013; Fernandez et al., 2011). MGEs carry chloramphenicol resistance genes which are easily 

spread in the environment via vertical- / horizontal transfer (Berglund, 2015). The three major 

mechanisms leading to chloramphenicol resistance include (i) chloramphenicol acetyl-

transferases, (ii) efflux of chloramphenicol by specific- or multidrug transporters, and (iii) rRNA 

methylase (cfr- gene) which confers resistance to chloramphenicols, oxazolidinones, 

lincosamides, pleuromutilins, and streptogramin A antibiotics all at the same time (Fernandez et 

al., 2011).  

 

1.7 Antibiotic resistance genes  

Antibiotic resistant genes (ARGs) are increasingly being released into the natural environment 

(Berglund, 2015; Capkin et al., 2015; Marti et al., 2013; Biyela et al., 2004; Alonso et al., 2001.). 

These genes are found in almost all environments where they are able to persist. An increasing 

amount of focus is now being placed on investigating antibiotic resistance and the dissemination 

thereof in the natural environment (Molale and Bezuidenhout, 2016; Berglund, 2015; Drudge et 

al., 2012; Lachmayr et al., 2009, Martinez, 2009). ARGs are also seen as environmental pollutants 

and thus a key factor in investigating human impacts on antibiotic resistance (Marti et al., 2013). 

 

1.7.1 β-lactamase resistance genes (ampC and blaTEM) 

The first gene found to destroy penicillin was the β-lactamase encoding gene ampC (Jacoby, 

2009). It is estimated that β-lactamase enzymes existed for the past 2 billion years. Furthermore, 

their epidemiology has had considerable correlation to anthropogenic and the prolificacy of 

resistance to this class over the past 60 years (Lachmayr et al., 2009). Continued selective 

pressures resulted in the selection of common enzymes such as blaTEM which can now hydrolyze 

third and fourth generation cephalosporins (Nikaido, 2009).  

 

The blaTEM gene has been shown to be the dominant ampicillin resistant gene in previous studies 

(Bora et al., 2014; Bailey et al., 2011; Lachmayr et al., 2009). These genes are commonly found 

on class 1 intergrons with resistance determinants for a number of other antibiotics and found on 

the TnA group of transposons (Berglund, 2015; Bailey et al., 2011). Amino acid substitution of 

parent BlaTEM enzymes often result in extended spectrum β-lactamases (ESBL) (Lacmayr et al., 

2009). Genes encoding ESBL are generally found on plasmids that confer resistance to multiple 

antibiotic classes (Bora et al., 2014). Thus, the mobility of these genes are considerable and 

expected to be abundant in the natural environment.  
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1.7.2 Tetracycline resistance efflux pumps (tetA, tetL, tetK)   

Of the four general mechanisms for antibiotic resistance (Section 1.5.2), extrusion of antibiotics 

by efflux pumps is seen as one of the most important with regards to multidrug resistance (Sun et 

al., 2014). tetA, tetL and tetK are some of the important efflux pumps that belong to the major 

facilitator superfamily (MFS) and associate with multidrug resistance. They encode for energy 

dependent membrane associated efflux proteins (Sun et al., 2014; Ullah et al., 2012). tetA was 

reported for the first time in isolates from the Alcaligene genus and members of this genus has 

been isolated from a range of clinical and environmental water sources (Adesoji et al., 2015). 

Previous studies investigating tetracycline efflux pumps most frequently detected tetA from the 

range of tet-genes screened for (Adesoji et al., 2015; Li et al., 2010a). These genes are commonly 

found on MGEs that carry resistance genes for a number of antibiotics (Pal et al., 2015, Li et al., 

2010a) 

 

1.8 Phenotypic methods for characterization of antimicrobial resistance in surface water 

Metagenomic approaches have proved to provide a broader range of information regarding the 

structure of the bacterial community compared to biased results provided by culture dependent 

methods (Jordaan and Bezuidenhout, 2016). However, gaining insight into antibiotic resistance of 

the bacterial community by means of culture independent methods requires the application of 

advanced and expensive approaches. Routine implementation of such methods are not always 

feasible in developing countries (Bora et al., 2014).  

 

Heterotrophic bacteria are frequently used to investigate human impact factors, such as antibiotic 

resistance, in environmental settings (Patel et al., 2014). Their short generation times, high 

diversity and rapid recovery from environmental changes make them ideal indicators of stressors 

present in surface waters (Jordaan and Bezuidenhout, 2016). Antimicrobial resistance genes are 

rapidly disseminated among heterotrophic bacteria in different environmental settings making 

them important hosts of this clinically important phenomenon (Madhavan and Maruli, 2011; 

Lachmayr et al., 2009; Tenover, 2006). They are therefore increasingly being used in studies 

investigating antimicrobial resistance (Zhang et al., 2015). Thus, for screening purposes and 

identifying hot-spots for antibiotic resistance it is more feasible to screen for antimicrobial 

resistance in HPC bacteria and then to implement advanced approaches in such environments.  

 

Low nutrient media such as R2A are usually used in water-based studies to isolate HPC bacteria, 

as it represents the nutrient availability in water resources best (Allen et al., 2004). Culturing HPC 

bacteria in the presence of antimicrobials on nutrient media selects for antimicrobial resistant 

bacteria (Mezger et al., 2015). The level to which a culture is resistant to an antibiotic can be 

determined by detecting the minimal inhibitory concentration (MIC) by agar dilution as described 
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by Wiegand et al. (2008). Direct comparison of resistance phenotypes from contaminated and 

reference sites have successfully linked elevated antibiotic resistance to contaminated exposure 

(Baker-Austin et al., 2006).  

 

1.9 Molecular approaches used for the identification and characterization of multiple 

antibiotic resistant bacteria 

The identification of microorganisms is one of the cornerstones in microbiology which aid to predict 

possible outcomes of an observation (Janda and Abbott, 2002). Comparing cell morphology and 

complementary biochemical criteria has allowed biologists to formally describe an estimated 5000 

prokaryotic organisms (Kellenberger, 2001). These descriptions have been organized into a 

reference book titled “Bergey’s Manual of Systematic Bacteriology” (Whitman et al., 2012) which 

can be used to classify unknown strains. However, not all known bacteria are fully described in 

this manual and human error with notation of biochemical results have proved this technique to 

be limiting (Ryu et al., 2013; Petti et al., 2005). Molecular methods such as PCR amplification and 

sequencing allows for highly specific and sensitive identification of bacteria or genes.  

 

The starting point for any molecular based method involves the extraction of good quality DNA. 

Tan and Yiap (2009) summarized the most common used chemical approaches for DNA 

extraction. Other approaches include heat treatment (Dashti et al., 2014) or commercial kits such 

as those produced by Macherey-Nagel (Germany). The isoamyl:chloroform:phenol liquid-liquid 

extraction method of DNA has proven to be a feasible and effective method in extraction of DNA. 

This method gets rid of any cell debris, proteins, lipids and carbohydrates while also inhibiting 

RNAse activity and removes RNA (Tan and Yiap, 2009).   

 

A number of phylogenetic markers that include specific protein coding or structural genes have 

been identified which can distinguish between different species (Srinivasan et al., 2015). The most 

popular of these are the 16S and 23S rRNA genes as numerous copies of these genes are present 

in the bacterial genome. However, gene databases contain more representative sequences of the 

16S rRNA gene compared to the 23S rRNA gene, thus 16S rRNA is incorporated for identification 

more often (Ryu et al., 2013). 

 

Metagenomics and next generation sequencing (NGS) are exciting new technologies which offer 

rapid methods to fully investigate the entire collection of resistance genes within a genome or 

directly from the environment (Pal et al., 2015; Tan et al., 2015). The availability of people with 

the skills to analyze bioinformatics data and the costs involved are limiting factors for these 

approaches. However, since ARGs are seen as environmental pollutants, effort should be made 

to identify prevalent genes. A feasible method is PCR amplification of specific markers for selected 
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genes of which antibiotic resistance was prevalent (Bora et al., 2014; Bailey et al., 2011; Nikaido, 

2009; Li et al., 2010a). 

 

1.10 Outline of the dissertation 

Chapter 1 provides an overview on concepts relevant to the safety of surface water in South Africa 

and the NWP with a focus on antimicrobial resistance found in surface waters. The concepts 

focused on are: (i) the historical and current state and impacts on the WFS and the MR; (ii) 

physico-chemical quality parameters that need to be monitored; (iii) antimicrobial substances 

found in the environment and their modes of action on bacteria; (iv) resistance mechanisms of 

bacteria to these antimicrobial attacks and (v) descriptions of specific element of the 

methodological approaches are provided.  

 

Chapter 2 reports on the physico-chemical state of sites surrounding the WFS and MR in addition 

to the levels of antimicrobial resistant bacteria detected at each site. The antibiotic resistance 

phenotypes of the isolated antimicrobial resistant bacteria was also reported. This was a culture 

based study that directly compared results of impacted sites with that of the reference sites in 

order to confer resistance selection to the impacts found at impacted sites 

 

Chapter 3 characterizes multiple antibiotic resistant (MAR) bacteria that was isolated from each 

of the sites based on their molecular identity, the MICs of each to selected antimicrobials and the 

presence of selected ARG’s. The MICs were determined by agar dilution and the molecular 

classification was performed by PCR amplification of specific genes and sequencing of the 

amplicons.  

 

Chapter 4 provides a summary of the conclusions and limitations of the current study. In addition, 

recommendations for inclusion in future studies on the topic at hand is provided in this chapter.  
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CHAPTER 2 

 

Antimicrobial resistant HPC bacteria and relation to physico-chemical quality of the 

water in selected surface water of the North West Province  

 

2.1 Introduction 

Water sources are scarce in South Africa and the growing population places the available 

resource under enhanced pressure (DWA, 2013). Water pollution is the leading cause for death 

and disease globally (Mgbemena et al., 2012). Proper management of available natural water 

resources in South Africa is therefore an inevitable task. In order to manage any system, problem 

or phenomenon one needs information. In South Africa records with data on trends and history is 

still lacking, which places natural water resources in great danger (Fatoki et al., 2001). In addition 

to domestic and municipal usage of the resource, water is also a necessity for economic growth 

(Durand, 2012). The major economic users of water in the NWP are the agricultural and mining 

industries (DWAF, 2008). Both of these economically relevant industries are documented to 

release heavy metals and other chemicals into the natural environment. These chemicals leach 

to aquatic environments where they are able to persist and disseminate to downstream 

consumers (Barnard et al., 2013; Seiler and Berendonk, 2012; NWPG, 2002; Van der Walt et al., 

2002).  

 

Bacteria are frequently used as indicators of environmental physical and chemical stress due to 

their short generation time, high diversity and quick reaction to changes (Jordaan and 

Bezuidenhout, 2016). Levels and diversity of HPC bacteria are used as an indirect measure of 

bacteriological quality of water. High biological diversity is normally indicative of healthy aquatic 

systems. Such systems are impacted by various physical and chemical parameters such as 

temperature, pH, dissolved oxygen, electrical conductivity and nutrient fluctuations (Jordaan and 

Bezuidenhout, 2013). These parameters are influenced by immediate or past pollution events. 

They are thus used to indicate whether the water is safe/suitable for specific use, but most 

importantly suitable to sustain a healthy environmental water reservoir (DWAF, 1996). Such 

parameters were also used to set RWQOs (Table 2.1) specific for the utility of water from the MR 

WMA (DWAF, 2009).  

 

Heavy metals are part of the natural environment through geology. However, above certain critical 

concentrations most heavy metals are toxic to bacterial cells (Nies, 1999). As a natural response, 

bacteria have been able to develop mechanism to resist this toxicity (Lemire et al., 2013; Spain 

and Alm, 2003; Coudhury and Srivastava, 2001; Nies, 1999). Recent studies have found strong 

correlations between the existence of metal and antibiotic resistance in bacteria (Henriques et al., 
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2016; Chen et al., 2015; Pal et al., 2015; Seiler and Berendonk, 2012; Wright et al., 2006). Both 

these substance are used in treatment of various infectious diseases or as feed additives in 

agriculture (Seiler and Berendonk, 2012; Martinez, 2009). It was demonstrated that the resistance 

mechanisms of bacteria to metals and antibiotics are similar (Davies and Davies, 2010). This 

phenomenon has extensively been studied in clinical settings. However, the rapid dissemination 

of antibiotic resistance and the correlation with heavy metal resistance, has since shifted the focus 

to the natural environment (Di Cesare et al., 2016; Kümmerer, 2003).  

 

A century of gold mining activities in the West Rand of Gauteng has severely impacted water 

quality of the WFS which converges with the MR upstream from Potchefstroom (Durand, 2012; 

Coetzee et al., 2006). The MR is the major source of drinking water to this town (Barnard, et al., 

2013). There had been concerns about the influence of the proximity of the water sources of the 

town to the mining fields (Winde, 2010; Van der Walt et al., 2002). This is because during the 

processing of ores vast amounts of metal contaminated water are released into the natural 

environment (Durand, 2012). Even when this water is treated to specific standards, it will 

negatively impact the quality of the receiving water. It is thus expected that water from mines that 

decant treated water, runoff from the slime dams and other mining activities will impact on the 

metal levels detected in the water of the WFS and thus also on the MR (DEAT, 2008). Elevated 

metals in these important water sources could select for and maintain a metal resistant bacterial 

population as well as speed up selection for antibiotic resistance (Di Cesare, 2016). 

 

Seiler and Berendonk (2012) reviewed a range of studies that investigated environmental metal- 

and antibiotic resistance co-selection. They specified the minimum MCC of metals in water that 

would co-select for metal- and antibiotic resistance (Appendix A). Studies have linked co-

resistance for multiple antibiotics to metals such as Cu, Pb, Fe and Zn among others (Kimiran-

Erdem et al., 2015; Naik et al., 2013; Seiler and Berendonk, 2012; Dupont et al., 2011). Tlokwe 

Municipality of Potchefstroom regularly measures heavy metal concentrations in WFS and MR. 

Data (Appendix A) provided by the Municipality indicate that concentrations of these metals 

exceeded the MCC levels. Thus, metal pollution of the WFS and MR systems may also be 

selecting for an antibiotic resistant bacterial population. This is of concern considering the health 

impacts it may pose to the downstream consumer (Chudobova at el., 2014). Furthermore, both 

the WFS and MR are also impacted by agriculture, urbanization and rural settlements (Jordaan 

and Bezuidenhout, 2016; Van der Walt et al., 2002). Diverse bacterial communities have been 

detected in the MR (Jordaan and Bezuidenhout, 2016) and MAR enterococci had also been 

isolated from this river (Molale and Bezuidenhout, 2016).  
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The aim of this study was to investigate antimicrobial resistant HPC bacteria at sites surrounding 

the MR and WFS confluence and to determine if these could be linked to physico-chemical 

parameters. The specific objectives were thus to (i) enumerate the HPC bacteria and antimicrobial 

(ampicillin, Cu, Fe, Pb and Zn) tolerant HPC bacteria by plate counts; (ii) determine antibiotic 

resistance phenotypes of the antimicrobial tolerant isolates found at each site by a disc diffusion 

method and (iii) determine whether physico-chemical properties of surface water at sites 

surrounding the WFS and MR confluence impact on the occurrence of antibiotic resistant bacteria. 

 

2.2 Materials and methods 

 

2.2.1 Study area 

The surface water at two sites from the WFS and four in MR was of interest (Figure 2.1). Selected 

sites represent a diverse range anthropogenic activities impacting the water quality. The WFS 

converges with the MR 20 km north of Potchefstroom, before the Boskop dam. Two sites are 

located in the lower WFS just outside Carltonville (WFS 1) and Welverdiend (WFS 2) respectively 

and have been recorded to be directly impacted by gold mining activities (Coetzee et al., 2006). 

The four sites in the MR were distributed among two sites before the confluence (MR BC 1 & MR 

BC 2) that have no recorded gold mining impacts (Jordaan and Bezuidenhout, 2016) and two 

sites after the confluence (MR AC 1 & MR AC 2). The geographical co-ordinates (Appendix B) for 

each site was determined with the Garmin nϋvi 1310 a Global Positioning System (GPS) from 

Garmin, US. The sites at which Tlokwe Municipality measured the metal concentrations are also 

indicated on the map (Figure 2.1) and their geographical co-ordinates are listed in Appendix B.   

 

2.2.2 Sample collection 

Surface water samples were collected for each site according to the South African National 

Standard ISO 5667-6:2005 (SANS, 2006). Sampling took place on three dates in 2015. The first 

sampling date was on 09/03/2015 in the warm-rainy time of year. The second sampling date was 

on 12/05/2015 and was still a rainy time in the year, but temperatures were colder. The last 

sampling date was on 27/07/2015 which was a cold-dry time of year. A direct sampling procedure 

took place at most sites, thus the sterile sampling bottle was submerged by hand under the water 

and filled to the  brim for  further  analysis (Jordaan and Bezuidenhout, 2016). The two sites in 

the MR after the confluence were hard to reach and sampling took place from a bridge. At these 

sites a technique involving dipping of the sterile sampling bottle into the river by rope was 

employed. Gloves were worn throughout the sampling procedure and samples were placed on 

ice in sealed cooler boxes for transport to the laboratory. All samples were analyzed within 6 

hours after sampling commenced.  
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Figure 2.1: Map indicating the specific sites of the current study and the sites at which 
Tlokwe Municipality measured heavy metal concentrations.  

MR- Mooi River, WFS- Wonderfonteinspruit, BC- before confluence, AC- after confluence, (TM) - 
of Tlokwe Municipality, GMB- Gerhard minnebron, PD- Potchefstroom dam. 
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2.2.3 Physico-chemical parameters 

The physical water quality parameters were measured in situ in triplicate. A Multi-Parameter Testr 

35 Series (Eutech Instruments, Singapore) was used for temperature (ºC), pH and TDS (mg/L) 

measurement and a Series 150 Multi-Parameter (Orbeco Hellige E-Chem instrument, US) for 

dissolved oxygen (mg/L), both according to the manufacturers’ instructions. Briefly, probes were 

submerged in the water source until readings on the instrument settled and were possible to note. 

The probes of both instruments were rinsed with distilled water before and after each 

measurement. The surface water samples were transported to the laboratory where chemical 

analysis of the phosphates (PO4
2-) (method 8153), sulphates (SO4) (method 8051), nitrates (NO3ˉ) 

(method 8039) and COD (method 8000) were measured in duplicate as milligrams per liter (mg/L) 

according to manufacturer’s instructions (Hach Company, 2007) with a HACH DR 2800TM 

(HACH, US). 

 

The physico-chemical and general microbiological data form part of a WRC funded research 

project (K5/2347//3). The candidate was one of the members of the research team that collected 

some of the data. It was agreed that all participants would use data from the set and it is thus 

unavoidable that overlaps of the actual data in this dissertation, some other M.Sc dissertations 

and the WRC final report will exist. 

 
2.2.4 Enumeration of heterotrophic plate count bacteria on selective media  

The colony forming units (CFUs) of the HPC bacteria found in the surface water of each of the 

sites were determined on R2A agar (Sigma Aldrich, US). R2A agar supplemented with different 

antimicrobials (pH 8.0), were incorporated into the study to determine the presence- and amount 

of antimicrobial resistant bacteria at each of the sampling sites. 

 

Stock solutions of all the antimicrobials (ampicillin, Cu, Fe, Pb and Zn) were prepared with ultra-

pure water and filter sterilized through a 0.22 µm membrane prior to supplementation as described 

by Wiegand et al. (2008). Concentrations for each stock solution was x 1000 the desired final 

concentration. R2A agar was prepared according to manufacturer’s instructions and autoclaved. 

One milliliter of each sterilized antimicrobial stock solution was supplemented aseptically to 

separate 999 mL autoclaved and cooled (± 60°C) R2A agar, in order to gain the desired final 

concentrations, before it was poured into sterile petri dishes.  

 

R2A supplemented with ampicillin to the final concentration of 100 µg/L was incorporated to 

screen for, quantify and isolate antibiotic- or more specifically β-lactam resistant HPC bacteria 

from the surface water at each site. R2A agar was also supplemented separately with different 

metals Cu, Fe, Pb and Zn to screen for metal resistant bacteria among the HPC bacteria, present 
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at each of the sampling sites. The metal containing R2A agar were made up to two final 

concentrations namely 1 mM and 2.5 mM for each of the metals screened for in the study. 

 

A dilution series was prepared aseptically in the laboratory within 6 hours after sampling from 

each surface water sample as described by Jordaan and Bezuidenhout (2016). Briefly, dilutions 

up to 10-5 were prepared in triplicate for each sample. These were used as inoculum that was 

spread aseptically on R2A media with and without antimicrobial agent. The petri dishes were then 

incubated at room temperature for 5 days after which the CFUs were counted and recorded.  

 

2.2.5 Isolation and purification of antimicrobial resistant colonies 

Morphologically distinct colonies on the antimicrobial containing plates were selected for further 

analysis. These were sub-cultured onto R2A agar containing the original antimicrobial it was 

isolated from. This was done aseptically by the 4-quadrant streak plate method described by 

Pelczar and Reid (1958).  Sub-culturing was repeated at least three times before the purity of the 

culture was determined by Gram staining. The Gram staining procedure was followed as 

described by Brucker (1986). The culture was viewed under the microscope to determine purity 

of the isolate.   

 

2.2.6 Antibiotic resistance profiles (ARPs) of purified isolates 

The purified isolates were tested for their susceptibility to seven (7) antibiotics by using a modified 

version of the Kirby-Bauer disk diffusion method (Bauer et al., 1966). Isolates were grown 

overnight in nutrient broth at 26°C and spread aseptically onto Meuller Hinton agar (Merck, 

Germany). The following antibiotic disks (Mast diagnostics, UK) were used: ampicillin (10 µg), 

amoxicillin (10 µg), tetracycline (30 µg), erythromycin (15 µg), streptomycin (20 µg), trimethoprim 

(5 µg) and chloramphenicol (30 µg). The plates were incubated at 26°C for 24 - 48 hours after 

which inhibition zones were measured in millimeters. 

 

The standards set out by the manufacturer for some specific species that cause infectious disease 

were taken into consideration. Since these were environmental isolates in the current study, a 

“universal standard” for all of the antibiotics was determined and applied. This was done by 

determining the averages of the different standards stipulated by the manufacturer for resistance, 

intermediate resistance and susceptibility. The standard as applied to this study was thus as 

follow: inhibition zone Resistant ® ≤ 13 mm; Intermediate resistant (IR) = > 13 to < 17 mm; 

Susceptible (S) ≥ 17 mm. These values were used only to screen for possible resistance.  

 

In order to make the data of the Antimicrobial Resistance Phenotypes (ARPs) more homogenous 

for statistical analysis (agglomerative hierarchical cluster analysis) and to avoid unnecessary 
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minor sub-clustering an additional scoring system was implemented. For example: if one isolate 

has an inhibition zone of 18 mm to ampicillin while another isolate has an inhibition zone of 19 

mm to ampicillin, the program will divide these two isolates into separate minor sub-clusters. 

When this happens for 7 antibiotics among 50+ isolates the data becomes a mess. Thus, to clean-

up the data, instead of inhibition zone diameters consisting of any score between 1 to 45 mm they 

were assigned a score of 10 or 8 or 5 or 2 or 1 based on the inhibition zone size measured per 

antibiotic. Larger inhibition zones were penalized more harshly. A table with specific scores 

assigned to specific diameters is summarized in Appendix C. 

 

2.2.7 Statistical analysis 

All averages and standard deviations were calculated using Microsoft Office Excel 2013. RDA 

multivariate analysis were performed by Canoco for Windows Version 4.0, GLW-CPRO©, and 

visualized by a correlation bi-plot (Ter Braak and Smilauer, 1998). The RDA was used to illustrate 

the relationship between the average physico-chemical parameters and HPC/antimicrobial 

resistant HPC levels at sites surrounding the MR and WFS confluence. This was performed using 

the average from all three sampling occasions for each parameter. Data was log transformed 

prior to analysis and the Monte Carlo permutation test was performed to test significance (499 

permutations; p≤ 0.05). A probability level of 0.05 or less was considered to be statistically 

significant. Data from antibiotic resistance profiles of all the purified isolates at each site was 

subject to agglomerative hierarchical clustering (AHC) using Ward’s method and Euclidean 

distances in XLSTAT (v 2013.5.00).  

 

2.3 Results 

 

2.3.1 Physico-chemical results of surface water at WFS and MR sites during 2015 

Averages of the physico-chemical surface water measurements recorded at four sites in the MR 

and two sites in the WFS, on three sampling occasions in 2015, are summarized in Table 2.1 and 

Table 2.2 respectively. RWQOs for the MR catchment set out by the Department of Water Affairs 

(DWA), relevant to the current study, are also included in these tables (2.1 and 2.2). The site 

MRBC 2 was dry during the May and July sampling occasions and therefore results on these 

dates, at this site, are not included in the table.  
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Table 2.1: Average physico-chemical variables recorded for the Wonderfonteinspruit sites on during 2015 

 
Parameter 

 
RWQO 

WFS 1 WFS 2 

March May July March May July 

Temp  
°C 
 

N/A 22.10 
± 0.00 

18.43 
± 0.37 

14.90 
± 0.08 

21.57 
± 0.05 

15.17 
± 0.24 

11.03 
± 0.05 

pH 
 

8.0 8.34 
± 0.01 

8.36 
± 0.06 

8.31 
± 0.01 

8.35 
± 0.01 

8.07 
± 0.10 

8.23 
± 0.01 

DO 
mg/L 
 

N/A 7.43 
± 0.12 

14.43 
± 0.19 

8.33 
± 0.37 

7.13 
± 0.26 

8.47 
± 0.52 

14.87 
± 0.65 

TDS 
mg/L 
 

370.0 639.00 
± 4.55 

753.33 
± 2.49 

838.00 
± 1.63 

585.00 
± 17.91 

753.67 
± 1.25 

846.00 
± 2.94 

NO3 

mg/L 

 

0.3 0.30 
± 0.00 

1.40 
± 0.00 

0.00 
± 0.00 

0.20 
± 0.00 

12.0 
± 0.00 

0.00 
± 0.00 

PO4
2- 

mg/L 
 

0.4 NA 
 

4.53 
± 0.07 

7.24 
± 0.18 

NA 
 

2.46 
± 0.03 

3.40 
± 0.05 

SO4 

mg/L 

75.0 150.00 
± 38.00 

139.00 
± 4.50 

122.50 
± 1.50 

90.50 
± 13.50 

102.00 
± 2.50 

109.00 
± 5.00 

COD 
mg/L 
 

N/A 2.00 
± 1.00 

0.00 
± 0.00 

7.50 
± 0.50 

20.50 
± 5.50 

0.00 
± 0.00 

9.00 
± 0.00 

RWQO- Resource water quality objective for the Mooi River catchment (DWAF, 2009), MR- Mooi River; BC- before confluence; AC- after 

confluence; Temp- Temperature; TDS-total dissolved solids; DO- dissolved oxygen; COD- chemical oxygen demand, N/A- not available; ± values 

after this symbol indicates the standard deviation from the average; Values in red italics exceeded the RWQOs set for the Mooi River catchment. 
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Table 2.2: Average physico-chemical variables recorded for the Mooi River sites during 2015 

 

Parameter 

 

RWQO 

 

MR BC 1 MR BC 2 MR AC 1 MR AC 2 

March May July March March May July March May July 

Temp  
°C 
 

N/A 22.20 
± 0.08 

17.20 
± 0.43 

14.33 
± 0.12 

27.77 
± 0.05 

20.50 
± 0.08 

17.77 
± 0.45 

12.60 
± 0.45 

21.68 
± 0.25 

20.83 
± 0.42 

14.10 
± 0.08 

pH 
 

8.0 8.18 
± 0.01 

8.28 
± 0.02 

8.40 
± 0.01 

7.50 
± 0.07 

7.78 
± 0.02 

6.90 
± 2.81 

8.05 
± 0.01 

8.13 
± 0.00 

8.32 
± 0.03 

8.50 
± 0.01 

DO 
mg/L 
 

N/A 7.23 
± 0.95 

13.63 
± 1.18 

10.90 
± 0.29 

6.77 
± 0.12 

6.87 
± 0.52 

13.87 
± 0.76 

9.77 
± 0.19 

6.30 
± 0.16 

13.20 
± 0.29 

10.60 
± 0.33 

TDS 
mg/L 
 

370.0 274.0 
± 0.00 

350.00 
± 3.74 

354.00 
± 1.41 

430.07 
± 0.95 

504.33 
± 3.09 

565.67 
± 5.79 

603.00 
± 2.16 

426.33 
± 9.39 

548.33 
± 18.86 

577.67 
± 2.62 

NO3 

mg/L 

 

0.3 0.50 
± 0.20 

0.85 
± 0.05 

0.20 
± 0.10 

51.25 
± 12.85 

1.05 
± 0.05 

1.11 
± 0.00 

1.60 
± 0.10 

0.45 
± 0.05 

0.45 
± 0.05 

0.85 
± 0.25 

PO4
2- 

mg/L 
 

0.4 NA 
 

0.07 
± 0.02 

0.55 
± 0.23 

NA 
 

NA 
 

0.21 
± 0.02 

0.34 
± 0.11 

NA 
 

0.42 
± 0.01 

0.57 
± 0.07 

SO4 

mg/L 

75.0 1.50 
± 0.50 

4.0 
± 3.00 

75.00 
± 10.50 

0.00 
± 0.00 

89.00 
± 1.00 

80.0 
± 0.00 

93.50 
± 2.50 

85.00 
± 2.00 

80.0 
± 0.00 

90.00 
± 1.00 

COD 
mg/L 
 

N/A 22.50 
± 4.50 

0.00 
± 0.00 

3.00 
± 0.00 

45.50 
± 3.50 

8.00 
± 2.00 

0.00 
± 0.00 

0.00 
± 0.00 

7.00 
± 1.00 

0.00 
± 0.00 

0.00 
± 0.00 

RWQO- Resource water quality objective for the Mooi River catchment (DWAF,2009), MR- Mooi River; BC- before confluence; AC- after 

confluence; Temp- Temperature; TDS-total dissolved solids; DO- dissolved oxygen; COD- chemical oxygen demand, NA- not available; ± values 

after this symbol indicates the standard deviation from the average; Values in red italics exceeded the RWQOs set for the Mooi River catchment
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Average river water temperatures consistently decreased between sampling occasions (Tables 

2.1 and 2.2). This is ascribed to the change from summer to winter. Temperatures in March 

ranged between 20.50 and 27.80°C, in May between 15.17 and 20.83°C and in July colder 

temperatures between 11.00 and 14.90°C were recorded. A striking result observed is that the 

temperature of MR BC 2 was at least 5.22°C warmer compared to measured temperatures at the 

other sites. pH of the surface water generally varied between 7.50 and 8.50 for all three occasions, 

with the exception of MR AC 1 on the May occasion, where a lower pH average of 6.90 was 

recorded. Dissolved oxygen recorded in March (6.30 to 7.43 mg/L) was lower compared to May 

(8.47 to 14.43 mg/L) and July (8.33 to 14.87 mg/L). TDS consistently, with the exception of site 

MR BC 1, exceeded the RWQO (370.00 mg/L) at all sites. Average TDS concentrations in the 

WFS (585.0 to 846.00 mg/L) was consistently higher than the MR (274.00 to 603.00 mg/L) and 

an increased trend from MR before confluence to MR after confluence sites for this parameter is 

observed. 

 

Nitrate concentrations of the MR consistently, except MR BC 1 on July, exceeded the RWQO 

(0.30 mg/L) with some concentrations of up to 51.25 mg/L recorded at MR-BC 2. Nitrate levels 

exceeding the RWQO (0.30 mg/L) in the WFS (1.40 and 12.0 mg/L) were only recorded during 

the May sampling occasion. Phosphates were included for May and July.  In May phosphate 

concentrations exceeding the RWQO (0.40 mg/L) was recorded at MR AC 1 and at both of the 

WFS sites. This trend continued in July with the inclusion of the MR BC 1 site. The highest 

phosphate concentrations (2.46 to 7.43 mg/L) were recorded in the WFS sites. Average sulphate 

levels consistently exceeded the RWQO (75.0 mg/L) at both the WFS and the two MR-AC sites 

(>85 mg/L). Both phosphates and sulphates showed a general increase in concentrations from 

the warmer to the colder sampling occasion. 

 

2.3.2 Heterotrophic plate count bacteria levels 

The average HPCs enumerated on R2A and R2A supplemented with different antimicrobials from 

MR and WFS sites, on three sampling occasions in 2015, are summarized in Table 2.3 and 2.4 

respectively. There are no specific water quality guidelines set out for HPC bacteria in surface 

water. No HPC bacteria were detected at MR BC 1 during the March sampling occasion and no 

water was found at MR BC 2 (May and July), thus these results are excluded from Table 2.3. HPC 

levels on un-supplemented R2A media ranged between 6.66 x 102 to 2.75 x 106 CFU/mL. The 

levels of these bacteria were one or more logs lower in July compared to March, with a general 

decrease in levels from warmer to colder sampling occasions. 
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Table 2.3: Heterotrophic plate counts (HPCs) and antimicrobial resistant HPCs of the Wonderfonteinspruit sites on three sampling 

occasions in 2015 (CFU/mL) 

 
Plate 

Counts 

 
Am. 

Cons. 

WFS 1 WFS 2 

March May July March May July 

HPC  2.75 x106 

 

1.53 x106 1.32 x105 5.47 x106 1.31 x105 9.10 x103 

*HPC-Ap 

 

100 µg/ml 2.62 x103 

 

4.72 x103 4.11 x103 3.31 x103 3.55 x103 5.20 x102 

**HPC-Cu 

 

1 mM 1.14 x103 1.17 x103 2.40 x102 9.10 x102 1.55 x103 ND 

**HPC-Fe 

 

1 mM 5.15 x103 2.50 x103 8.20 x103 9.44 x103 2.38 x103 1.04 x103 

 2.5 mM 

 

2.13 x101 6.00 x101 1.40 x101 3.58 x102 ND ND 

**HPC-Pb 

 

1 mM 1.10 x105 6.42 x105 2.24 x104 4.76 x104 8.62 x104 1.06 x104 

 2.5 mM 

 

1.47 x103 4.93 x103 7.25 x103 2.26 x103 9.58 x102 1.08 x102 

**HPC-Zn 

 

1 mM 1.08 x103 2.80 x102 3.00 x102 2.23 x103 2.08 x102 6.50 x101 

 2.5 mM 2.80 x102 4.00 x101 3.00 x101 1.55 x102 ND ND 

Am.Cons.- Concentration of the antimicrobial in the media; WFS- Wonderfonteinspruit; HPC- heterotrophic plate count; Ap- Ampicillin, ND- None 

detected 

* HPC from antibiotic containing media 

** HPC from metal containing media  
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Table 2.4: Heterotrophic plate counts (HPCs) and antimicrobial resistant HPCs of the Mooi River sites on three sampling occasions in 

2015 

 
Plate 

Counts 

 
Am. 

Cons. 

MR BC 1 MR BC 2 MR AC 1 MR AC 2 

May July March March May July March May July 

HPC 

 

 4.75 x105 

 

3.40 x104 2.30 x106 

 

1.47 x105 

 

5.16 x105 

 

2.65 x104 
 

1.02 x105 
 

6.83 x104 

 

2.0 x103 

 

*HPC-Ap 

 

100 µg/ml 1.52 x103 
 

1.50 x101 

 
1.27 x105 

 

4.31 x103 2.00 x103 9.50 x101 2.63 x103 2.62 x103 4.00 x101 

**HPC-Cu 

 

1 mM ND ND 2.83 x103 ND ND ND ND 1.56 x102 ND 

**HPC-Fe 

 

1 mM 2.25 x102 9.70 x101 2.20 x105 1.00 x103 4.85 x103 2.50 x102 1.78 x103 3.01 x103 7.50 x101 

 2.5 mM 

 

1.00 x101 ND 2.42 x103 1.30 x102 2.31 x101 ND 1.80 x102 5.82 x101 ND 

**HPC-Pb 

 

1 mM 8.33 x102 7.70 x101 2.80 x105 2.00 x104 2.58 x104 2.93 x102 2.09 x104 4.85x 104 3.00 x102 

 2.5 mM 

 

1.95 x101 ND 1.75 x105 1.05 x103 4.69 x102 ND 4.00 x104 2.91 x103 ND 

**HPC-Zn 

 

1 mM 5.70 x101 ND 4.15 x104 7.40 x102 2.65 x102 6.70 x101 1.25 x102 2.50 x102 ND 

 2.5 mM 2.28 x101 ND 2.00 x104 3.18 x102 1.40 x102 ND 7.00 x101 4.84 x101 ND 

Am.Cons.- Concentration of the antimicrobial in the media; MR- Mooi River; BC- before confluence; AC- after confluence; HPC- heterotrophic plate 

count; Ap- Ampicillin, ND – None detected 

* HPC from antibiotic containing media 

** HPC from metal containing media  
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HPC bacteria were found on at least the lowest concentration of all the antimicrobial (ampicillin, 

Cu, Fe, Pb and Zn) containing R2A media (Tables 2.3 and 2.4). Ampicillin, Fe and Pb resistant 

bacteria was detected at all the sites on all three occasions.   

 

The metal resistant HPC levels were generally one to two logs higher on the 1 mM than on the 

2.5 mM metal concentration. An exception to this was the HPC levels on the two concentrations 

of Zn at MR BC 2 and MR AC 1 sites in March and July (MR AC 1). In this case there was no log 

difference (Table 2.4). Overall the HPC bacteria was most susceptible to Cu with levels ranging 

between 0.00 – 2.83 x 103 on 1mM Cu plates. No HPCs were detected on 2.5 mM Cu containing 

R2A and therefore results at this concentration was not included in Tables 2.3 and 2.4. The HPC 

bacteria were least susceptible to Pb with levels ranging between 3.00 x 101 to 2.80 x 105 

CFU/mL. 

 

The March occasion showed MR BC 2 to have the highest number of resistant HPC bacteria to 

all the antimicrobials when compared to the levels of all the other sites. However, in general, 

across the different sampling dates, the two WFS had higher levels of resistant bacteria to the 

antimicrobials when compared to the MR sites. The WFS 1 site generally had higher levels of 

these antimicrobial resistant HPC bacteria compared to the WFS 2.   

 

2.3.3 Relationship between physico-chemical and enumerated HPC bacteria 

Figure 2.2 display a RDA correlation bi-plot of the overall relationship between average physico-

chemical parameters and enumerated HPC bacteria at the five sites. Averages for each 

parameter from the different sampling occasions were determined and analyzed. The data from 

MR BC 2 was not included in the analysis, as only one data set was available for this site. 

Furthermore, only HPC results from the 1 mM concentration of metal containing media was 

included in the analysis 

 

The HPC levels (antimicrobial resistance HPC included) correlated with TDS, sulphates and 

phosphates. Based on the angle of vectors, it can be concluded that these correlations were 

strong with the exception of HPC-Cu resistant levels. Strong correlations between sulphates and 

HPC-Zn, HPC-Pb and, to a lesser extent, HPC-Fe resistant bacteria was found. HPC-Fe resistant 

bacteria correlated stronger with TDS compared to the other HPC levels. HPC-ampicillin resistant 

bacteria correlated strongest with phosphate levels. These parameters correlated the strongest 

with WFS 1. The WFS 2 and MR AC 1 site correlated strongly with nitrate levels. COD and DO 

had strong negative correlation with the HPC bacteria levels. These two parameters had strong 

correlations with MR BC 1. 
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Figure 2.2: Redundancy analysis (RDA) correlation bi-plot indicating the statistical 
relationship between the average physico-chemical and HPC/ antimicrobial resistant HPC 
results from five sites of the overall averages of 2015.  

MR- Mooi River, WFS- Wonderfonteinspruit, BC- before confluence, AC- after confluence, 
Temp- Temperature; TDS- total dissolved solids; DO- dissolved oxygen; COD- chemical 
oxygen demand, ; HPC- heterotrophic plate count 
* HPC from 100 µg/mL ampicillin containing media 
** HPC from 1 mM metal containing media 
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Temperature and pH showed positive correlation with the MR AC 2 site (Figure 2.2). From the 

RDA analysis of the physico-chemical and HPC levels presented in Figure 2.2 it is evident that 

the observed trends could be ascribed to the relationship between these two data sets (physico-

chemical parameter levels on the one hand and HPC levels on the other).  

 

2.3.4 Percentage of purified antimicrobial resistant isolates resistant to selected antibiotics 

Morphologically distinct isolates (n=321) were purified and screened for antibiotic resistance by 

disc diffusion. The March sampling occasion accounted for 129 purified and screened isolates, 

128 isolates were purified and screened during the May sampling occasion and 76 during July. 

Seven antibiotics belonging to six antibiotic classes were incorporated in the screening. Figure 

2.3 illustrates the overall percentage from all the purified isolates from three sampling occasions 

that were resistant to each of the seven antibiotics screened for per site. Also included in the 

charts are the percentages of isolates found at each site that had multiple antibiotic resistance 

(MAR). These MAR isolates were resistant to three or more classes of antibiotics. The total 

number of isolates screened for at each site are indicated in the brackets next to the site name.  

 

Figure 2.3 indicates that resistance to each of the antibiotics were found at all the sites. The two 

β-lactam antibiotics amoxicillin (Ax) and ampicillin (Ap) consistently showed the highest 

percentages (58.0 to 65.5% and 58.0 to 63.1% respectively) of resistant bacteria, followed by 

trimethoprim (Tm) (41.9 to 54.4%) for most sites from the total pool of isolates. Percentages of 

isolates resistant to Ax and Ap differed from one another indicating a variance in resistance 

phenotypes and potentially also genotypes. Tetracycline (Tt) (30µg) had the lowest percentages 

(7.4 to 28.2%) of resistant isolates at most sites followed by streptomycin (St) (12.9 to 46.2%). 

Percentages of isolates resistant to erythromycin (Er) ranged between 23.4 to 35.1%. Between 

25.6 to 47.7% of isolates from the various sites were resistant to chloramphenicol (Cp) (30µg). 

 

MAR percentages of more than 35% was found at all the sites of the total purified. WFS 1 site 

indicated the highest percentages of isolates resistant to most antibiotics compared to the other 

sites, except for St and Cp. The highest percentage of MAR isolates was also found at this site. 

MR BC 2 and MR AC 2 had higher percentages of isolates resistant to St. The highest percentage 

of Cp resistant isolates was observed at MR BC 1 and MR AC 2.
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Figure 2.3: Bar chart illustrating the percentages of purified HPC isolates resistant to different antibiotics and percentage multiple 
antibiotic resistant HPC at sites surrounding the WFS and MR confluence 

WFS- Wonderfonteinspruit; MR- Mooi River; BC- before confluence; AC- after confluence; Ap- ampicillin; Ax- amoxicillin; Tt tetracycline; Er-

erythromycin; St-streptomycin; Tm- trimethoprim; Cp-chloramphenicol; MAR- multiple antibiotic resistant 

(#) Numbers in brackets after site names indicate the number of isolates that the percentage was calculated from for that specific site 

* MR BC 2 data indicated on the chart only represents one sampling occasion  
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Site MR BC 1 also had higher percentages of isolates resistant to Ax, St, Tm, Cp and MAR 

compared to WFS 2. However, the number of isolates included in the analyses differed 

considerably. Only 23 isolates were screened at MR BC 1 compared to the 75 at WFS 2. An 

increase in percentage isolates resistant to most antibiotics is observed from the MR AC 1 to MR 

AC 2. Eighty two percent of the metal resistant isolates were resistant to at least one antibiotic 

that it was screened for. Thus, this potentially points towards co-resistance to antibiotics and 

metals among these isolates.  

 

2.3.5 Multiple antibiotic resistant phenotypes  

Thirty two MAR phenotypes were detected from 133 MAR isolates analyzed. A summary of all of 

the MAR phenotypes and the number of isolates that displayed the specific phenotype per site is 

summarized in Table 2.5. The MAR phenotype in which isolates were resistant to all of the 

antibiotics (Ax, Ap, Tt, Er, St, Tm, Cp) was observed among 29 isolates and was observed at all 

the sites, but was present more frequently among isolates from MR BC 2 (n=8), WFS 2 and MR 

AC 2 (both n=7).  Only 3 isolates each from WFS1 and MR AC 1 were resistant to all of the 

antibiotics even though 37 and 24 of the total MAR isolates were from these sites respectively. 

Ten of the MAR isolates were from the control site MR BC 1 of which only 1 was resistant to all 

seven antibiotics. Furthermore, 35.1 % of the MAR isolates were resistant to at least five classes 

of antibiotics that were screened for.  

 

The results of the AHC analysis for the three sampling occasions are illustrated in Figures 2.4 to 

2.6. Cluster centroid (CC) scores and the distances between clusters that were generated by the 

software XLSTAT (v 2013.5.00) are summarized in Appendix E. CC-scores provide the average 

score that the members of that cluster had for a specific antibiotic. A CC- score above 7 indicated 

that the most of the isolates in that cluster were resistant to the antibiotic, a CC-score between 4 

and 7 indicated that some isolates in the cluster were resistant or intermediate resistant to the 

antibiotic and a score below 4 indicated that most/all of the isolates of that cluster were susceptible 

to the antibiotic.  

  

a) Cluster analysis of MAR isolates from the March sampling period 

A total of 54 of the March MAR HPC isolates were subjected to AHC analysis of the inhibition 

zone data. In Figure 2.4 three branches are formed above the automatic truncation point (dotted 

line) calculated by the software (XLSTAT v 2013.5.00). Thus, the antibiotic resistance profiles of 

the MAR isolates from this sampling period grouped into three clusters (A, B and C). 
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Table 2.5: Multiple antibiotic resistant phenotypes  

 Multiple antibiotic 

resistant phenotype 

Number of isolates observed with MAR phenotype / site 

WFS1 WFS2 MRBC1 MRBC2 MRAC1 MRAC2 

1 Ax, Ap, Tt, Er, St, Tm, Cp 3 7 1 8 3 7 

2 Ax, Ap, Er, Tm, Cp 2 3 1 1 2 4 
 

Ax, Ap, Tt, Tm 4 3 1 1 2 2 

4 Ax, Ap, Er, Tm 6 
  

2 1 
 

5 Ax, Ap, St, Tm 3 
  

1 2 2 
 

Ax, Ap, Tt, Er, St, Tm  2 3 1 
 

2 
 

7 Ax, Ap, Tt, Er, Tm, Cp 3 2 1 
  

1 

8 Ax, Ap, Tt, St, Cp 1 1 
  

3 
 

9 Ax, Ap, St, Tm, Cp 
  

2 
  

2 

10 Ax, Ap, Er, St, Tm 1 
   

1 1 
 

Ax, Ap, St, Cp 1 
   

1 1 
 

Ax, Ap, Tm, Cp 1 
 

1 
 

1 
 

13 Ax, Ap, Tt, St, Tm 1 
    

1 

 Ax, Ap, Tt, Tm, Cp 1 
    

1 

 Ax, Ap, Er, St, 2 
     

 Ax, Ap, Tt, Er, Tm 1 
   

1 
 

 Ax, Ap, Tt, Cp 1 1 
    

 Ax, Ap, Tt, Er, St 1 
  

1 
  

 Ap, St, Tm 
   

1 1 
 

 Ax, Ap, Er, St, Tm, Cp 
     

2 

 St, Tm, Cp 
   

1 
 

1 

22 Ax, Ap, Er, Cp 1 
     

 Tt, Er, St, Tm 1 
     

 Tt, Er, Tm 1 
     

 Ap, Er, Tm 
  

1 
   

 Er, Tm, Cp 
  

1 
   

 Ax, St, Cp 
   

1 
  

 Ap, Tm, Cp 
    

1 
 

 Tt, Tm, Cp 
    

1 
 

 Ax, Er, St, Tm, Cp 
    

1 
 

 Tt, St, Tm 
     

1 

 Ax, Ap, Tt, Er, St, Cp,      1  

WFS- Wonderfonteinspruit, MR- Mooi River, BC- before confluence, AC- after confluence, Ax- 
amoxicillin, Ap- ampicillin, Tt- tetracycline, Er- erythromycin, St- streptomycin, Tm- trimethoprim, 
Cp- chloramphenicol 
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Cluster A consists of 21 isolates divided into 2 sub-clusters (A1 and A2). CC data suggests that 

the average member of cluster A is resistant to Ax (CC-score: 7.95), Ap (CC-score: 8.24) and Tm 

(CC score: 7.62). Some members are predicted to be resistant or intermediate to Tt (CC-score: 

6.05), St (CC-score: 5.57) and Cp (CC-score: 4.26). Furthermore, members in this cluster in 

general have no resistance to Er. Thus, the general antibiotic resistance pattern of this cluster is 

Ap > Ax > Tm > (Tt) > (St) > (Cp) (antibiotics in brackets had an intermediate CC score in the 

specific cluster). 

 

Cluster B is composed of 12 isolates divided into two sub-clusters (B1 and B2). The general 

antibiotic resistance pattern for major cluster B predicted from CC data is Ax = Ap = Tm (CC- 

score: 10.00) > Er (CC-score: 9.25). Some members are resistant to Tt (CC-score: 5.750) and Cp 

(CC-score: 5.58). Furthermore, the CC data suggests that generally members of Cluster B is not 

resistant to St. There is less dissimilarity between the sub-clusters of major cluster B compared 

to the sub-clusters of major clusters A and C, as they are joined together at a lower point on the 

dendrogram. Isolates of cluster B were isolated from Ap, Cu, Zn and Pb at the WFS 1, MR BC 2 

and MR AC 1 sites. 

 

CC data suggest that the average member of the 21 isolates from major cluster C, are resistant 

to all of the antibiotics screened for. The general antibiotic resistance pattern of cluster C is Ap 

(CC-score: 10.00) > Ax = St (CC-score: 9.91) > Tt (CC-score: 9.76) > Er (CC-score: 9.52) > Tm 

(CC-score: 9.38) > Cp (CC-score: 7.14). However, in-cluster variance is observed with the cluster 

splitting into two sub-clusters. Sub-cluster C1 consist of the members that were resistant to all of 

the antibiotics screened for. The members of sub-cluster C2 were resistant to many of the 

antibiotics with different scores for each. The isolates from major cluster C were isolated from the 

two WFS sites, MR BC 2 and MR AC 1, indicating that isolates at these sites were generally 

resistant to more antibiotics compared to the MR BC 1 and MR AC 2 sites. 

 

Additional clusters within the sub-clusters of the dendrogram, indicate variance from the general 

antibiotic resistance pattern of the major cluster and variance in resistance scores towards the 

separate antibiotics. Major clusters B and C were more similar to one another than to cluster A, 

as the point where they join are lower on the dendrogram compared to cluster A. Members of 

these two clusters (B and C) were generally resistant to more antibiotics, compared to the 

members of cluster A. A greater number of isolates clustered into major clusters B and C 

indicating that antibiotic resistance patterns that are composed of larger numbers of antibiotics 

were more prevalent compared to antibiotic resistance patterns with fewer antibiotics.  
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Figure 2.4: Dendrogram illustrating the relationship of 54 multiple antibiotic resistant heterotrophic plate count bacteria isolated from 

antimicrobial supplemented R2A media from 6 surface water sites surrounding the MR and WFS confluence, on the March sampling 

period. Antibiotic inhibition zone diameter data was used to compile the cluster formation using Ward's method and Euclidean distances in 

XLSTAT (v 2013.5.00). The isolate label indicates the antimicrobial it was isolated from, the site at which it was isolated, the sampling occasion 

and the sample number (Appendix D). 
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b) Cluster analysis of MAR isolates from the May sampling period  

A total of 51 MAR HPC isolates from the May sampling were subjected to AHC analysis. The 

dendrogram in Figure 2.5 illustrate that the tree branched into three clusters (A, B and C) above 

the automatic truncation point. In Figure 2.5, twenty eight of the MAR isolates group into cluster 

A, seven into cluster B and sixteen into cluster C. The general ARP of cluster A is predicted to be 

Tm (CC-score: 9.86) > Cp (CC-score: 9.64) > Ax (CC-score: 9.43) > Ap (CC-score: 9.07) > Er 

(CC-score: 8.46) > St (CC-score: 7.54). Some isolates of cluster A were also resistant to Tt which 

has a CC-score of 5.71. All of the members of minor sub-cluster A1a were resistant to all of the 

antibiotics screened for. In general isolates from this cluster had ARPs consisting of more 

antibiotics (at once) compared to clusters B and C. Furthermore, the cluster represented isolates 

from all of the sampling sites and antimicrobial containing media. Thus, the general antibiotic 

resistance pattern of this cluster is widely disseminated among the sites and accompanied by 

resistance to a range of antimicrobials.  

 

Cluster B consists of 7 isolates with a general ARP of Ax = Ap (CC-score: 10.00) > Tt (CC-score: 

9.43) > Cp (CC-score: 8.86) > St (CC score: 6.86). The members of cluster B were not 

considerably dissimilar as the two sub-clusters and minor sub-clusters are joined very low on the 

dendrogram. Therefore, in general there is not much variance in antibiotic resistance patterns of 

the isolates that is predicted by the CC data. Members of this cluster were isolated from all of the 

antimicrobial containing media, except Fe and were isolated at the two WFS and two MR AC 

sites.  

 

Cluster C is more similar to cluster B due to members of these two clusters displaying resistance 

to fewer antibiotics compared to those in cluster A. However, the antibiotics to which they display 

resistance differs considerably, hence the split of the two clusters above the automatic truncation 

point. The general antibiotic resistance pattern of the 16 isolates of Cluster C, according to the 

CC data, is: Ap (CC-score: 9.44) > Ax (CC- score: 9.13) > Tm (CC-score: 8.88) > Tt (CC-score: 

7.19), with some isolates being resistant to Er (CC-score: 4.63) and St (CC-score: 4.63). Cluster 

C is sub-divided into 2 sub-clusters C1 and C2. Based on the height on the dendrogram at which 

these two sub-clusters are joint, it is evident that the members of these sub-clusters are 

considerably dissimilar. 

  

Important trends highlighted in Figure 2.5 are that as was observed for the March isolates (Figure 

2.4) most of the isolates were resistant to not only three or four antibiotic classes but to five or six. 

Furthermore, major clusters did not differentiate between isolates from different sites or isolation 

media, however partial groupings of these features was evident in minor sub-clustering.  
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Figure 2.5: Dendrogram illustrating the relationship of 51 multiple antibiotic resistant heterotrophic plate count bacteria isolated from 

antimicrobial supplemented R2A media from 5 surface water sites, surrounding the MR and WFS confluence, on the May sampling 

period. Antibiotic inhibition zone diameter data was used to compile the cluster formation using Ward's method and Euclidean distances in 

XLSTAT (v 2013.5.00). The isolate label indicates the antimicrobial it was isolated from, the site at which it was isolated, the sampling occasion 

and the sample number (Appendix D). 
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c) Cluster analysis of MAR isolates from the July sampling period  

Twenty eight MAR HPC isolates from the July sampling period were subjected to AHC analysis 

and is illustrated in (Figure 2.6). Once again the dendrogram branched into three clusters above 

the automatic truncation line (dotted line).  

 

In Figure 2.6, cluster A consists of 9 isolates with a general antibiotic resistance profile of Ax = Ap 

(CC-score: 9.56) > Tm (CC-score: 8.89) > St (CC-score: 7.00). However, the cluster sub-divides 

into two branches just below the automatic truncation line, indicating that there is still a substantial 

degree of dissimilarity between the antibiotic resistance profiles of the members in cluster A. Most 

of the isolates from this cluster, except Pb_M4_3.1, were isolated from Ap and Zn containing 

media. In cluster A there were six isolates from the WFS 1 site while the other three were from 

the two MR AC sites. 

 

Fifteen isolates formed cluster B and they have a general antibiotic resistance pattern of Ax = Ap 

= Tm (CC-score: 9.73) > Er (CC-score: 9.53) > Cp (CC-score: 8.67) > St (CC-score: 7.40). Some 

of the isolates of cluster B were also resistant to Tt (CC-score: 6.67). Antibiotic resistance patterns 

of Isolates of the two sub-clusters (B1 and B2) are more similar to one another than the isolates 

of sub-clusters in the other two major clusters of the dendrogram (Figure 2.6), since the sub-

clusters B1 and B2 are joined at a lower point on the dendrogram. The members of minor sub-

cluster B2a were resistant to all of the antibiotics screened for, except Fe_M4_3.1 that is 

intermediate for Tt. The two isolates of minor sub-cluster B2b were resistant to all but Cp. Three 

isolates (Zn_W2_3.1, Zn_W1_3.4 and Ap_M1_3.1) of minor sub-cluster B1a were resistant to all 

but St. Isolates from all the sampling sites clustered in B. 

  

Four isolates group into cluster C. Three isolates were isolated from Pb containing media and one 

from Ap containing media. Two isolates from cluster C (Pb_M1_3.3 and Pb_M1 _3.4) were 

isolated at the control site (MR BC 1). CC data suggest that the isolates in cluster C were resistant 

to Cp (CC-score: 9.50) > Er (CC-score: 7.50) > Ap (CC-score: 7.00). CC-scores from 4.00 to 6.25 

for Ax, St and Tm indicate that some isolates may also be resistant to these antibiotics. The 

absence of a flat line at the base of the dendrogram indicate that each of the isolates in this cluster 

has a unique ARP.  

 

The overall observation from figures 2.4 to 2.6 is that site or antimicrobial specific selection media 

could not conclusively predict the antimicrobial resistance patterns. However, partial grouping of 

isolates from the same sample site/media in minor clusters were observed. This particular 

method/approach is quite crude, but it shows potential in source tracking and may also have some 

other applications in antibiotic resistance studies.    
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Figure 2.6: Dendrogram illustrating the relationship of 28 multiple antibiotic resistant heterotrophic plate count bacteria isolated from 

antimicrobial supplemented R2A media from 5 surface water sites, surrounding the MR and WFS confluence, on the July sampling 

period. Antibiotic inhibition zone diameter data was used to compile the cluster formation using Ward's method and Euclidean distances in 

XLSTAT (v 2013.5.00). The isolate label indicates the antimicrobial it was isolated from, the site at which it was isolated, the sampling occasion 

and the sample number (Appendix D).
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2.4 Discussion 

The natural environment, and water sources in particular have enjoyed increased attention as 

important hosts and disseminators of antibiotic resistance (Berglund, 2015; Chudobova et al., 2014; 

Biyela et al., 2004). Various anthropogenic and biological activities have been documented to be 

involve in selection of this phenomenon. The aim of this study was to investigate antimicrobial 

resistant HPC bacteria at sites surrounding the WFS and MR confluence and to determine if these 

could be linked to physico-chemical parameters.   

 

2.4.1 Physico-chemical quality of surface water at WFS and MR sites in 2015   

Water temperatures are influenced by hydrological (e.g. effluent temperatures, source of water, water 

volume, tributaries and groundwater contribution), climatic (e.g. cloud cover, solar radiation, air 

temperatures, precipitation and evaporation), regional (e.g. longitude and latitude) and structural 

(topography, slope, riparian cover, geology, water depth and turbidity) factors (Dallas, 2008;  

Makhlough, 2008; Ahipathy and Puttaiah, 2006; DWAF, 1996). Seasonal changes are reflected in the 

temperature results of the current study, which corresponds with the sinusoidal pattern explained by 

Dallas (2008). There is no specific resource water quality objective (RWQO) set out for surface water 

temperature for the MR catchment, however temperature influences most of the other parameters 

(Delpla et al., 2009). The high temperatures of the MR BC 2 site could be attributed to the low water 

depth observed (visually) on the day of sampling (Dallas, 2008). 

  

pH levels of the sampling sites of the current study was expected to be more acidic due to mining 

impacts (DWAF, 1996). However, slight alkaline pH levels consistently detected across all the sites, 

are attributed to the dolomitic nature of the environment causing a buffering equilibrium (Barnard et 

al., 2013; Dallas and Day, 2004). Higher pH may cause particles to be less soluble in water and to 

cleave to the sediment (Venkatesharaju et al., 2010; Banks et al., 2004). Lower pH levels at the MR 

BC 2 and MR AC 1 sites could possibly indicate leaching of water, with a lower pH, from the water 

table (Winde, 2010). The water table in the vicinity of these sites are relatively close to the surface 

and it has been reported that mining polluted water recharge to the surface via karst springs (Durand, 

2012; Coetzee et al., 2006; Van der Walt et al., 2002).  

 

High TDS levels indicate the presence of inorganic salts and organic materials in the surface water. 

This could possibly be attributed to industrial run-off, non-point source pollution or agricultural run-off 

(WHO, 2003). TDS levels were measured as higher on the colder occasions compared to warm 

sampling occasions. This is attributed to increased atmospheric temperatures combined with low 
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precipitation rates that lead to an increase in evaporation and transpiration rates that ultimately result 

in higher ionic concentrations (Ideriah et al., 2010).  Considering results of the chemical analysis, 

certain assumptions of activities that contribute to the varying TDS levels can be made. In addition to 

the chemical parameters measured in the current study, TDS levels exceeding the RWQOs could be 

attributed to the presence of other harmful contaminants or metals, as was measured by Tlokwe 

Municipality in the vicinity around the same time as the current study (Dallas and Day, 2004; Appendix 

A).   

 

High sulphate levels in the WFS could be an indication of mining pollution, as vast amounts of 

sulphate salts are released during the processing of ores (Barnard et al., 2013; Durand, 2012; DWAF 

2009; Van der Walt et al., 2002). Furthermore, a reaction between sulphuric acid and dolomite or 

limestone yields sulphate salts in the environment (Durand, 2012). The lower levels of sulphates 

detected in the water at MR sites before the WFS confluence compared to MR sites after the 

confluence could be used to argue for mining impacts on the sulphate levels.  Similar trends were 

observed by Barnard and co-workers (2013). In their study, Barnard et al. (2013) measured higher 

sulphate levels in the Boskop and Potchefstroom dams (after the confluence) compared to 

Klerkskraal dam. They attributed this to mining pollution. Results of the current and previous studies 

suggest that the sulphate pollution in the MR is as result of the highly polluted WFS that converge 

with it. The slightly lower sulphate concentrations at the two MR AC sites when compared to the WFS 

sites represents a diluting effect after the addition of water from the upper MR (Klerkskraal dam).  

 

Nitrate levels of the WFS indicate that agricultural run-off may impact the water quality (Suthar et al., 

2009; Yang et al., 2007). However, this was seen more prevalently in the MR as nitrate levels 

frequently exceeded the RWQOs at all the sites. Recorded nitrate concentration at the MR BC 2 

(March) site was approximately 128 times higher than the RWQOs set out by the DWA (DWAF, 2009) 

for the MR catchment. The high nitrate levels at this site may thus also contribute towards the high 

TDS levels. These results contradicted that recorded by Jordaan and Bezuidenhout (2016), where 

the specific site (Muiskraal) was their control site in a study investigating the bacterial community and 

physico-chemical quality of the greater MR in 2012.  On the day of sampling cattle were grazing close 

to this site and the water level was low. It is possible that the cattle may have disturbed the sediment. 

The latter activity could have released nutrients and bacteria into the water column similar to that 

found by Line and co-workers (1998), which could explain the recorded nitrate and TDS levels at this 

site. Due to the drought conditions for the region this site was dry during the July sampling run and 

comparative data were not available. The elevated nitrate levels at the MR-BC 2 site, was not 
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disseminated to downstream sites, also indicating that this was a site specific occurrence and that 

the disturbance did not have a downstream impact. Other possible culprits of nitrate contamination 

include animal waste, pesticides, poor managed sewage water (septic tanks) and detergents (Dallas 

and Day, 2004; Hill and Olckers, 2001).  

 

Elevated phosphate levels may also be attributed to agricultural practices across the entire system, 

which release phosphates and contribute to poor water quality of all the sites (Zhang et al., 2012; 

Razak et al., 2009). Considerably higher phosphate levels were measured in the WFS compared to 

the MR. This could also be attributed to Pb resistant bacteria occurring in the system. Such bacteria 

could precipitate Pb as a phosphate salt (Chudobova et al., 2014). Continuous elevated nitrate and 

phosphate levels may result into eutrophication. This becomes even more apparent when high 

phosphate concentrations are present, as phosphate is seen as a limiting factor for eutrophication 

(Oberholster and Ashton, 2008).  

 

2.4.2 Heterotrophic plate count (HPC) assays 

 

a. HPC bacteria as an indirect indicator of water quality 

The constant decrease in HPC bacteria from warmer river temperatures to colder temperatures may 

be attributed to temperature induced stress that result in reduced bacterial growth rates and survival 

of certain species (Jordaan and Bezuidenhout, 2016). In comparison to the HPC results of Jordaan 

and Bezuidenhout (2016) the total HPC bacteria at the MR AC 2 site (only overlapping site) 

enumerated in the current study was considerably (2 logs) lower. There is no standard set for the 

number of HPC bacteria in the RWQOs for the MR (DWAF, 2009). Lower bacterial loads generally 

indicate better water quality (Allen et al., 2004), however this observation may be a matter of concern 

in surface water environments. It may indicate that major changes in bacterial structure occurred over 

the past three years. This may result in functional changes that alter ecosystem properties by 

metabolic feedback as explained by Jordaan and Bezuidenhout (2016). A lack in data since 2012 

makes evaluation of this observation difficult as many factors could have influenced the system 

resulting in a decline in bacterial load (Zarraonaindia et al., 2013). This highlights the importance of 

regular or annual monitoring in order to identify environmental or ecosystem changes and to evaluate 

the causes and consequences of such changes (Fatoki et al., 2001). 
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b. Direct assessment of anthropogenic activities in selection of antimicrobial resistance 

The number of HPC bacteria on the media containing no antimicrobial were consistently exponentially 

higher compared to that of the antimicrobials. This demonstrates that an exponential number of the 

HPC bacteria present at each of the sites were susceptible to the specific antimicrobial screened for. 

However, HPC results in the current study confirmed that HPC bacteria were able to grow on 

antimicrobial containing media at all of the sites.  No HPC bacteria were detected on any of the media 

for the MR BC 1 site on the March sampling occasion. Environmental or methodological reasons 

could not be found for this and it was accepted that the sample was compromised by contamination 

in the sample bottle that resulted in the mortality of the HPC bacteria. Furthermore, due to low rainfall 

and drought conditions of 2015, the MR BC 2 site had no water available on both the May and July 

sampling periods. 

 

Growth on the antimicrobial containing media was generally more prevalent at the anthropogenic 

impacted sites (WFS 1 & 2, MR BC 2, MR AC 1 and MR AC 2) compared to the minimal impacted 

site (MR BC 1). This trend was also found by numerous recent studies investigating different metal 

polluted aquatic environments (Henriques et al., 2016; Pal et al.,  2015; Wales and Davies, 2015; 

Chudobova et al., 2014;  Naik et al., 2013; Wright et al., 2006). These studies all concluded that 

environmental antimicrobial pollution (i) selects for resistance to specific antimicrobials and (ii) it may 

co-select for multiple resistance to a range of antibiotics. This phenomenon was ascribed to coupling 

of heavy metal and antibiotic resistance (Seiler and Berendonk, 2012). Coupling can be physiological 

(cross-resistance) and/or genetic (co-resistance). Cross-resistance refers to a single mechanism that 

provide resistance towards different antimicrobials. For example efflux pumps that extrude different 

toxins from the cell (Pal et al., 2015; Baker-Austin et al., 2006). Co-resistance refers to different 

resistance genes located on a single genetic element (Pal et al., 2015; Seiler and Berendonk, 2012).  

 

c. The case of MR BC 2 

The MR BC 2 site had the highest HPC counts on most of the antimicrobial containing media and 

especially on the plates with high concentrations. This is the same site of which the sediment could 

potentially have been re-suspended into the water column by cattle. A greater selection pressure 

exists in alkaline sediments as they act as a sink for most heavy metals (Sparks, 2005). This is due 

to the decrease of solubility of metals with an increase in pH as well as the affinity of metals to organic 

matter found in the sediment (Seiler and Berendonk, 2012). Higher concentrations of metals would 

directly select for more metal resistant bacteria and indirectly also select for more antibiotic resistant 

bacteria (Di Cesare et al., 2016). Thus, the high levels of HPC bacteria on all of the antimicrobial 
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containing media (particularly on the higher concentrations of metals) substantiates the assumption 

that mixing of the sediment did occur at this site on the day of sampling. This deduction is supported 

by the nitrate and TDS data. Results also suggest that the sedimentary environment hosts a greater 

antimicrobial resistance population (Tuckfield and McArthur, 2008). The consequential relevance of 

the sediment in the selection of antimicrobial resistance in the current study area should be 

investigated further as suggested by Wright et al. (2006). 

  

The origin of metals that potentially exerts the selective pressure on the HPC bacteria in the 

sediments and bulk water at site MR BC 2 is unknown. The specific site is not directly impacted by 

any mining activities that would result in a metal load. It has been documented that underground karst 

springs may recharge metal polluted groundwater to the surface at sites that are in close vicinity to a 

site under investigation (Coetzee et al., 2006; Van der Walt et al., 2002). However, no sulphates were 

detected at the MR BC 2 site, whereas the WFS sites and the downstream MR sites had considerable 

levels of sulphate, thus indicating that mining pollution might not be the culprit at this site.  

 

It would be more appropriate to suggest that agricultural practices contributed to the potential metal 

resistant bacterial load at this site. Animal manures may also contain high concentrations of metals 

and therefore these could accumulate in the sediment over time (Zhang et al., 2012). Zn has a high 

affinity for organic matter and may bind to organic material in aquatic systems and then find its way 

into the sediment (Seiler and Berendonk, 2012). Results of the current study found the highest 

number of Zn resistant HPC levels at MR BC 2. Cu is commonly used as a growth promotor and 

therapeutic agent for livestock (Wales and Davies, 2015). The results from the present study showed 

the highest abundance of Cu-resistant HPC bacteria were enumerated from water obtained from site 

MR BC 2. Thus, it is suggested that the high levels of HPC bacteria found on the antimicrobial 

containing media at this site could be attributed to metals from agricultural run-off (especially animal 

manure), that settled in the sediment. These metals selected for metal resistance (Altimera et al., 

2012) among sedimentary bacteria, which were then re-suspended into the water column prior to 

sampling. Comparative data for this site is unavailable due to drought conditions on the other 

sampling occasions. 

 

d. General trends observed for specific antimicrobials from remainder of the sites  

HPC bacteria was enumerated on ampicillin containing media from all water samples obtained from 

all sites and for all sampling periods. Henriques and co-workers (2016) also found abundant levels of 

ampicillin resistant bacteria at all their sites including the control site. These authors investigated the 
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co-selection of metal and antibiotic resistance in an epiphytic bacterial community in contaminated 

salt marshes. They ascribed this finding to be representative of the extensive dissemination of β-

lactam resistance determinants in the environment. Widespread application of antibiotics from the β-

lactam antibiotic class, could mean that this antibiotic run-off and land in the freshwater environment, 

where it directly selects for resistance to members of the entire class (Poole, 2004). Furthermore, 

Pseudomonas spp. host intrinsic abilities to produce β-lactamases (Luczkiewicz et al., 2015). These 

species were abundantly detected in environmental studies that investigated antimicrobial resistance 

phenomena (Hennriques et al., 2016; Icgen and Yilmaz, 2014). Pseudomonas spp. were some of the 

dominant identified HPC bacteria that were present in the MR in 2012 (Jordaan and Bezuidenhout, 

2016). This could explain the presence of bacteria on media containing ampicillin at the reference 

site, in the present study. However, the number of HPC bacteria counted on the ampicillin containing 

media are higher at the impacted sites. This indicates that in addition to intrinsic resistance 

mechanisms there is also a selection processes from anthropogenic impacts that contribute to 

resistance to the antibiotic. 

  

HPC counts on the metal containing media were generally lower on the media containing higher metal 

concentrations. Metal resistant bacteria were isolated from most sites on media containing 1 mM of 

most of the metals. This was not the case for Cu.   For most of the sites no HPC bacteria resistant to 

Cu at a concentration of 1 mM could be detected. Pal and co-workers investigated co-occurrence 

patterns of metal resistance genes (MRGs), BRGs and ARGs from publicly available fully sequenced 

plasmids (n=4582) and bacterial genomes (n=2522). They found that the plasmid bound Cu 

resistance genes did not connect with any ARGs, whereas analysis of the genes irrespective of their 

location on plasmids or chromosomes yielded opposite results. In the present study most of the 

bacteria isolated from the Cu containing media were resistant to at least one antibiotic and many were 

resistant to a range of antibiotics (Section 2.3.5). Thus, it could be speculated that Cu resistance 

genes of the current study are bound to chromosomes and therefore not readily disseminated as for 

plasmid bound genes (Alekshun and Levy, 2007). However, there are many factors that could 

influence these results and other approaches such as whole genome sequencing could provide more 

accurate insight into specific selection mechanisms (Schwartz et al., 2015; Tan et al., 2015). Cu 

tolerant bacteria were detected at WFS 1 and 2 (latter only March and May) as well as MR BC 2 

(March) and MR AC 2 (May). In addition to livestock farming as was ascribed to MR BC 2 (Wales and 

Davies, 2015), mining activities in the vicinity (WFS sites) of the sampling points also attribute to Cu 

in the system (Hamman, 2012; Van der Walt et al., 2002) that select for Cu resistance (Altimera et 

al., 2012). 
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The toxic effect of Fe most commonly lies in the limited availability thereof rather than the abundance. 

It is an essential element for all life forms and most commonly the absence thereof exerts a toxic 

effect to microbes (Kim et al., 2009). There was considerable growth on 1 mM containing Fe media 

for all sites and levels ranged from 101 to 105 CFU/mL. The microbial levels were higher on 1 mM Fe 

containing media compared to those containing 2.5 mM. This observation indicates that a high 

concentration Fe does have an effect on survival similar to the other metals. Similar observations 

were made by Mgbemena and co-workers (2012). This could be attributed to Fe that catalyzes the 

Fenton reaction (Kim et al., 2009) producing a highly reactive hydroxyl radical which in turn damages 

cell membranes. Fe concentrations have also been found to correlate with antibiotic resistance 

indicating that Fe pollution is a possible selector for antibiotic resistance (Kimiran-Erdem et al., 2015). 

 

The largest loads of potentially metal tolerant HPC bacteria were enumerated on Pb containing media 

for all sites and during all sampling periods. Furthermore, HPC bacterial growth were frequently 

detected on the 2.5 mM Pb containing media (including MR BC1). The exception was for the MR sites 

during July. Thus, the bacterial community in this system has a higher tolerance to Pb compared to 

the other metals tested for. This high tolerance to Pb might be attributed to the low solubility of the 

metal and ultimately low bioavailability (Nies, 1999). However, Pb resistance should not be ignored 

as a possible driver for antibiotic resistance selection in the current study as the concentration for Pb 

in the surface water of anthropogenic impacted sites exceeded the MCC values set (Seiler and 

Berendonk, 2012). Though Pb concentrations at the MR BC 1 site was not measured by the 

Municipality, the metal could be present from motorboat fuels that pollute Klerkskraal dam (Van Aard 

and Erdmann, 2004). Several P-type ATPase efflux systems have been associated with plasmid 

encoded Pb resistance (Naik et al., 2013; Nies 1999). Drudge and co-workers (2012) found a Pb 

resistance gene cluster alongside genes encoding multiple antibiotic resistance on transferable 

plasmids in floc bacteria influenced by many trace elements. The authors (Drudge et al., 2012) 

explained that the presence of trace elements activates the SOS response in bacteria. This could 

stimulate the exchange of gene cassettes. Thus, plasmids, transposons and integrons containing 

these determinants could be readily disseminated among the bacterial community during stress 

conditions leading to rapid spread of multiple resistance determinants (Alekshun and Levy, 2007). 

 

Zn tolerant bacteria were enumerated on the 1 mM Zn containing media at all of the sites, except MR 

BC 1 and MR AC 2 on the July occasion. This metal is common in sulphate ores and elevated 

concentrations measured at sites with high sulphate levels may be due to release by mining activities 

(Spitz and Trudinger, 2009). However, the possibility exist that animal manure may attribute to Zn 
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concentrations in the environment as explained for the MR BC 2 site (Zhang et al., 2012). Our results 

exposed considerable levels HPC bacteria on Zn containing media with HPC levels ranging from 102 

to 104 at anthropogenic impacted sites on the 1 mM concentration of Zn. Limited loss in bacterial load 

is found from the 1 mM to the 2.5 mM concentration of this metal in the media at most of the sites. 

This indicates that, even though the numbers of HPC bacteria weren’t the highest detected from all 

of the metals screened for, the bacteria that were able to grow on this metal can generally tolerate 

higher concentrations of Zn compared to bacteria found on the 1 mM concentrations of the other 

metals. Determinants of Zn resistance can be plasmid or chromosomal bound (Pal et al., 2015). 

Resistance mechanisms towards Zn include extracellular accumulation, efflux of the metal, 

metallothionein sequestration and intracellular sequestration (Coudhury and Srivastava, 2001). 

Several studies have also found that cadmium, which has no biological function, is a look-alike of Zn. 

Bacteria use the same resistance mechanism to resist the inhibiting effect of Cadmium as for Zn 

(Prapagdee and Watcharamusik, 2009). Considerable levels of cadmium have also been detected in 

the WFS (Hamman, 2012) which could select for cadmium resistance that supplement Zn resistance. 

The high tolerance of bacteria to Zn could be attributed to bacteria using more than one of these 

mechanisms at the same time, thus enhancing their survival potential (Banjerdkij et al., 2003).   

 

2.4.3 Relationship of physico-chemical parameters and enumerated HPC bacteria of surface 

water at WFS and MR sites in 2015 

From the RDA results it is evident that the six sites of the current study are all impacted on by different 

factors. The WFS 1 site correlated with all of the HPC bacterial-, TDS-, sulphate- and phosphate- 

levels compared to the other sites. This highlights that mining impacts are influencing the water quality 

at his site as mentioned previously. The observation that most of the HPC bacteria enumerated from 

the metal containing media correlated with this site suggest that metal pollution from mining activities 

have a greater selection pressure for resistance towards these antimicrobials compared to the 

impacts of the other sites. This support previous observations that metal polluted areas directly select 

for metal and antibiotic resistance (Di Cesare et al., 2016; Henriques et al., 2016). The weak 

relationship between nitrates and phosphates in the RDA indicate that different impacts are releasing 

these nutrients into the environment. Phosphate related more closely to the WFS 1 (mining impacted 

site) and all of the HPC bacteria. This corresponds with the previously mentioned observation of 

Chudobova and co-workers (2014) in which Pb resistant bacteria are said to precipitate Pb as a 

phosphate salt in the environment.   
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The WFS 2 and MR AC 1 sites are grouped together on the RDA suggesting that they are impacted 

on in a similar manner. These two sites correlate strongly with nitrates suggesting that they are highly 

impacted on by agricultural activities that release nitrates into the environment. The weak relationship 

between the WFS 1 and WFS 2 sites indicate that there is a form of “dilution” of the mining  impact 

from the upstream to the downstream site. However, the WFS 2 site correlates with the same 

parameters as the WFS 1 site, only in a weaker manner. Another possible reason for the higher 

nitrate levels at WFS 2 compared to WFS 1, could be formal or informal urbanization and 

anthropogenic activities in Carltonville. An article in the local newspaper, the Carltonville Herald, 

highlighted that sewage water are streaming from the Khutsong informal settlements to surrounding 

canals and the environment (http://carletonvilleherald.com/2791, 2015). The MR AC 1 site is 

downstream of the WFS 2 site which indicate that pollution of the WFS sites have impacts on the 

downstream MR site. The control site (MR BC 1) as well as the MR AC 2 site had the weakest 

correlations to all of the chemicals analyzed, and were rather influenced by the physical parameters. 

The observation that the MR AC 2 site correlated best with the control site (MR BC 1) might suggest 

that there is a form of remediation taking place between the MR AC 1 and MR AC 2 sites, which 

almost restores the water quality to baseline quality. The observation could be attributed to Boskop 

Dam that might dilute the contamination and act as a sink for substances, which ultimately remediates 

the water quality of the MR. However, there is still a closer, though very weak, relationship between 

the MR AC 2 site and the two WFS sites compared to MR BC 1. This indicate that the confluence of 

the WFS ultimately has a deteriorating effect on the downstream surface water quality of the MR as 

was also observed by Barnard and co-workers (2013) in relatively the same area.  

 

2.4.4 Antibiotic resistant profiles of isolated antimicrobial tolerant HPC bacteria 

In the current study resistance was assigned conservatively. Almost all the metal resistant isolates 

were also tolerant to one or more antibiotic class, indicating there is a co-occurrence of resistance to 

metal and antibiotic resistance (Chen et al., 2015). Although the present study screened only for β-

lactam resistant bacteria directly from the water, evidence (Figure 2.3) is provided that a large 

percentage of the ampicillin and metal tolerant HPC bacteria were also resistant to other antibiotic 

classes. Resistance to the two β-lactam antibiotics (Ampicillin/Amoxicillin) was found most frequently 

among the isolates. The abundance of β-lactam resistance determinants present in the natural 

environment and its relationship to metal resistance was also demonstrated in a number of previous 

studies (Henriques et al., 2016; Luczkiewicz et al., 2015; Chudobova et al., 2014; Allen et al., 1977). 

In the present study, tetracycline resistance was less common since only a limited number of isolates 

were resistant to this antibiotic. Similar results were found in a previous study (Chudobova et al., 
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2014). This is in contrast to that found by Chen and Co-workers (2015) which found that tetracycline 

resistance was ubiquitous among the metal tolerant bacteria in their study. This indicate that the co-

selection of metal and antibiotic resistance is complex and different factors influence the 

phenomenon. However, tetracycline resistant bacteria were detected at all of the sites. More than a 

third of the antimicrobial tolerant isolates from all of the sites, were MAR. This indicates that pollution 

in the area of the current study is not only co-selecting for one or two antibiotics, but an entire range 

of antibiotic classes and therefore, present health risks especially for the immunocompromised 

(Chudobova et al., 2014; Mulamattathil et al., 2014; Baker-Austin et al, 2006). 

 

Antimicrobial resistance patterns have been frequently used to track sources of especially human 

fecal pollution. This is due to geographic specific patterns that evolve from different impacts (Mthembu 

et al., 2010; Burnes, 2003). The use of HPC bacteria (unknown) instead of a single known specie 

complicates the demographics of such analysis. It should be taken into consideration that 

morphologically distinct isolates were selected for further analysis from each site. Thus, it is expected 

that different species should have different phenotypes.  

 

In the current study partial clustering of isolates from specific sites and from specific antimicrobial 

containing media was found for the three sampling occasions in 2015 (Figures 2.4 – 2.6). Thus, it 

appears that there is a degree of specificity in selection for antibiotic resistance phenotype related to 

sites and isolation antimicrobials. Interestingly, the most prevalent resistance phenotype (included all 

antibiotic classes: Ax, Ap, Tt, Er, St, Tm, Cp) were found more abundantly among isolates from media 

that were supplemented with metals compared to the isolates enumerated from ampicillin containing 

media. Furthermore, the observation that the highest percentage of MAR resistant bacteria was found 

at the WFS 1 site confirms that heavy metal pollution has a considerable selective impact for antibiotic 

resistance at that study site.  

 

The concentrations of Cu, Pb and Zn measured in the surrounding area of the current study were 

exceeding the MCC levels (Seiler and Berendonk, 2012). It therefore supports the assumption that 

metal pollution is a potential driver of the co-occurrence of metal and antibiotic resistance in the 

current study. For example Pal and co-workers (2015) found that Cu, Fe and Zn were co-selectors 

for resistance to β-lactam, tetracycline and aminoglycosides among others. Seiler and Berendonk 

(2012) reviewed a range of studies that found MAR isolates that were resistant to Cu, Zn and Pb. The 

occurrence of MAR bacteria at the control site could be attributed to intrinsic antibiotic resistance or 
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it could indicate that there are anthropogenic impacts that influence the bacterial community at this 

site. These factors should be investigated further.  

 

2.5 Conclusion 

The current study is contributing to understanding the potential compounded impacts of metals and 

antibiotics from mining, agriculture and urbanization on heterotrophic bacteria in the aquatic 

environment in gold mining impacted aquatic systems of the NWP of South Africa. This was done by 

means of a direct approach which involves evaluating observations from highly impacted sites to that 

of minimally impacted sites. This a very complex phenomenon which requires more advanced 

approaches to fully understand all the mechanisms involved. However, the study could demonstrated 

that different anthropogenic activities surrounding the system is degrading the water quality served 

to the downstream town of Potchefstroom. Observations such as higher levels of antimicrobial 

resistant bacteria at mining impacted sites compared to minimally impacted sites proves that metals 

in the environment are selecting for metal resistance and co-selecting for antibiotic resistance. The 

study could also conclude that there is a co-occurrence of metal and antibiotic resistant bacteria 

present in the water and that some metal resistant isolates were resistant not only to one or two 

antibiotics, but to multiple antibiotic classes.  
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CHAPTER 3 

 

Antimicrobial resistance and molecular characterization of multiple antibiotic resistant HPC 

bacteria 

 

3.1 Introduction 

A range of anthropogenic activities are impacting surface water sources where they are aiding in the 

dissemination of antibiotic resistant bacteria (ARB) and genes (ARGs). Some of these anthropogenic 

impacts include the mis- and over- use of antibiotics in medicine (human and animal) or as feed 

additives in agriculture (Capkin et al., 2015; Nikaido, 2009; Sengeløv et al., 2003), failure of treatment 

plants to effectively remove antibiotics / ARB (Adesoji et al., 2015; Bergeron et al., 2015), and 

chemical applications or effluents containing compounds (e.g. metals and biocides) that co-select for 

antibiotic resistance (Capkin et al., 2015; Pal et al., 2015). ARGs are increasingly seen as clinical 

relevant environmental pollutants due to their part in the etiology, prolificacy and epidemiology of 

antibiotic resistance and particularly multiple antibiotic resistance in the global context (Li et al., 

2010a). Limited data on the presence of ARGs in the natural environment is available in developing 

countries such as South Africa (Laffite et al., 2016; Molale and Bezuidenhout, 2016; Biyela et al., 

2004). 

 

There are four general mechanisms encoded that provide bacteria with the ability to resist the 

inhibiting effect of antibiotics. These mechanisms include (i) alterations or elimination of binding sites 

of the antibiotic target proteins; (ii) production of enzymes that inactivates antibiotic activity; (iii) 

reduced uptake due to alterations of protein channels of the outer membrane; and (iv) active extrusion 

of the antibiotic from the cell by efflux pumps (Madhavan and Maruli, 2011; Davies and Davies, 2010; 

Tenover, 2006). These mechanisms are all mediated by ARGs. Though most HPC bacteria found in 

the environment are harmless, their ability to act as reservoirs for genes that can be transferred to 

pathogenic strains is inevitable (Thompson et al., 2007). Previously susceptible strains can acquire 

ARGs by vertical evolution or by horizontal transfer of MGEs from resistant strains (Li et al., 2010a). 

   

A number of MAR HPC bacteria were isolated from anthropogenic impacted sites in the WFS and 

MR in this study (Chapter 2). Resistance to two β-lactam antibiotics (ampicillin and amoxicillin) was 

most frequent among these HPC isolates. Resistance to β-lactam antibiotics are most frequently 

attributed to the production of β-lactamase which hydrolyze the four member β-lactam ring (Palzkill, 

2013; Jacoby, 2009; Nikaido, 2009). Genes frequently found by previous environmental studies to 
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encode for β-lactamase include ampC and blaTEM. It has been documented that efflux pumps, such 

as those belonging to the MFS, particularly the tet-class, associate with multidrug resistance (Sun et 

al., 2014). In the current study, tetracycline resistance was least frequently detected compared to the 

other antibiotics (Chapter 2). However, tetracycline resistance was frequent among the MAR isolates. 

The presence of MAR bacteria is a cause for concern and indicate the presence of ARGs that can be 

rapidly disseminated. Many recent studies have turned to the natural environment in order to get 

better insight into how antibiotic resistance is disseminated (Berglund, 2015; Drudge et al., 2012; 

Lachmayr et al., 2009, Martinez, 2009). It is therefore important to get deeper insight into the 

resistance levels of the present MAR isolates, to determine which species are dominant and could 

carry these resistance traits. It is also important to determine which ARGs are present in this 

population. This type of data will aid to predict possible threats to humans, plants and animals that 

are dependent on the source. 

  

The aim of the current study was to identify selected MAR isolates among HPC bacteria isolated from 

water sources, and characterize the isolates based on MIC and genes (blaTEM, ampC, tetA, tetL, 

tetK) present in their genomes. 

 

3.2 Materials and methods 

 

3.2.1 Isolate collection  

Seventy two isolates were selected from the MAR pool of isolates (Chapter 2) that were extracted 

from surface water at sites in the WFS and MR. Details of sample collection, colony isolation 

purification and antibiotic resistant profiling are stipulated in Section 2.2 of this dissertation. The 

isolates of the current study were selected at random while being cautious not to select 

morphologically similar isolates from the same isolation antimicrobial at the same site. Isolate labels 

are the same as that used in Chapter 2 and is summarized in Appendix D. 

 

3.2.2 Detection of minimal inhibitory concentration (MIC) ranges 

An agar dilution method was used to determine the MIC of the MAR isolates to certain antibiotics. 

The antibiotics included in this assay were amoxicillin, tetracycline, erythromycin and streptomycin. 

Antimicrobials (ampicillin, Cu, Fe, Pb or Zn) from which the isolate was originally isolated was also 

included in the assay.  
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3.2.2.1 Media preparation  

Concentration gradient stock solutions of x1000 the desired final concentrations were prepared for 

each of the antimicrobials. A stock solution gradient was used instead of a single stock solution as 

this kept the nutrient concentration homogenous in the media at the different concentrations. To R2A 

media (999 mL) that was autoclaved and cooled (± 65°C) 1 ml of stock solution was added to yield 

the final concentrations for each antibiotic (50 mg/L, 100 mg/L, 130 mg/L, 150 mg/L, 180 mg/L and 

200 mg/L; and for the metals: 1.0 mM, 1.5 mM, 2.5 mM, 5.0 mM and 6.5 mM). The media was then 

poured into sterile petri dishes and cooled.  

 

3.2.2.2 MIC assay 

Pure cultures were inoculated onto different concentrations of the metal it was originally isolated from, 

and on different concentrations of the specific antibiotics it had previously shown resistance to, that 

was part of the MIC assay. Each isolate was also inoculated onto R2A without any antimicrobial to 

serve as a negative control. Plates were incubated for 36-48 hours at 26°C. After incubation 

inoculated areas were evaluated for growth. The MIC was then assigned to be between the highest 

concentration on which growth was observed and the first concentration where there was no growth; 

or potentially values higher than the maximum concentration. 

 

3.2.3 Genomic DNA Isolation 

The total genomic DNA of selected isolates were extracted by using a slightly altered version of the 

Phenol:Chloroform:Isoamyl alcohol protocol adapted from Ausubel et al. (1995). In brief, the pure 

isolates were cultured overnight in nutrient broth at 26°C and pelleted by centrifugation (12 000g for 

2 minutes). The pellet of each sample was lysed in a lysis buffer [50 mM TrisHCl pH 8.0 (Sigma 

Aldrich, US), 100 mM NaCl, 10 mM EDTA (Merck, Germany) and 1% SDS (Thermo Fisher Scientific, 

US)], 10 mg/ml lysozyme solution (Thermo Fisher Scientific, US) and 10 mg/ml Rnase A (Macherey-

Nagel, Germany) solution. The lysis solution was then vortexed and incubated at 37°C for 30 minutes. 

Proteinase K (10 mg/ml) (Macherey-Nagel, Germany) was added and the solution was incubated at 

56°C for 1-3 hours. DNA was then isolated from the solution by adding 0.2 M NaCl and chloroform: 

isoamyl (24:1) and mixed by inverting the tubes several times. After centrifugation (12 000 g for 3 

minutes) the top aqueous phase containing the DNA was transferred to a fresh tube. Two volumes 

of ice cold absolute ethanol was added and the mixture incubated overnight in at -20°C. This was 

followed by centrifugation (12 000 g for 30 minutes), the ethanol was decanted and the pellet was 

again washed in two steps with ice cold 70% ethanol (centrifuged by 12 000 g for 10 minutes) and 
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the supernatant was decanted. The pellet was left to air dry at room temperature for 1 hour. The DNA 

that remained in the tube was dissolved in nuclease free sterile MiliQ water.  

 

3.2.4 Quality control of DNA and PCR products  

Agarose gel electrophoresis and NanoDrop spectrophotometry (Thermo Fischer Scientific, US) was 

performed to evaluate the quality, quantity and integrity of the genomic DNA. Agarose was also used 

to determine if the PCRs worked. For the genomic DNA A260nm/A280nm ratios of between 1.7 and 

2.0 were considered as good quality DNA for use in subsequent assays. Concentrations were 

adjusted according to requirements for subsequent PCR. 

 

For agarose gel electrophoresis: a 1.5% (w/v) agarose gel (peqLab, Germany) with loading wells was 

prepared in 1 x TAE buffer [40 mM Tris (Sigma Aldrich, US), 20 mM Acetic acid (Merck, Germany), 

1 mM EDTA (Merck, Germany), at pH 8.0 (Merck, Germany)]. The gel was placed in a Bio-Rad 

electrophoresis system and covered with 1 x TAE buffer. GelRed (Biotium, US) was added to 6x 

Orange Loading Dye (Fermentas Life Sciences, US) prior to electrophoresis. 3 µL DNA/PCR product 

was mixed with 2 µL gelRed-Orange Loading dye mix (for visualization under ultra-violet (UV) light) 

and loaded to the gel. A 1kb, O”GeneRulerTM (Fermentas Life Sciences, US) was included to estimate 

amplicon size. Electrophoresis was performed for 55 min at 80 volts. The gel was captured with a 

ChemiDocTM MP (BioRad, US) UV imager and visualized with Image Lab™ software (BioRad, US).  

 

3.2.5 Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) gene amplification 

All PCR reactions were prepared aseptically and on ice in a laminar flow cabinet. PCR assays were 

performed using a Techne® Prime Elite thermo cycler (Cambridge, UK). A negative control was 

included for each PCR run, which contained no DNA template. The primer sets (Applied Biosystems, 

UK) and thermocycler conditions for each of the genes amplified are summarized in Table 3.1. For 

the 16S rRNA, ampC, blaTEM and tetA genes the PCR reaction mixtures had a final volume of 25 µL 

which consisted of double strength DreamTaq PCR Master Mix (0.05 U/µL Taq DNA polymerase in 

reaction buffer, 0.4 mM of each dNTP and 4 mM MgCl2)12.5 µL) (Fermentas Life Sciences, UK), 0.5 

µL of each primer (10 µM), 1 µL of DNA template (50-100 ng/µL) and PCR grade water. For the tetL 

and tetK genes the reaction mixture had a final volume of 20 µL which was made up of 10 µL of 2x 

DreamTaq PCR Master Mix (0.05 U/µL Taq DNA polymerase in reaction buffer, 0.4 mM of each dNTP 

and 4 mM MgCl2) (Fermentas Life Sciences, UK), 0.2 µM primer (mixed), 1 µL DNA (50-100 ng/µL) 

and PCR grade water.
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Table 3.1: Oligonucleotide primers and thermocycler conditions used  

 
Primer Sequence (5’-3’) Size 

(Bp) 
PCR conditions Reference 

1
6
 S

 

16S rRNA: 

27-F 

 

 

AGAGTTTGATCMTGGCTCAGa 

 

 

1465 

(i) Denaturation at 95⁰ C for 

300 seconds. (ii) 30 cycles: 

95⁰ C for 30 seconds, 52⁰ C for 

30 seconds, 72⁰ C for 60 

seconds. (iii) Final extension at 

72⁰ C for 300 seconds. 

 

 

Lane 

(1991) 16S rRNA: 

1492-R 

 

TACGGYTACCTTGTTACGACTTa 

β
-L

a
c
ta

m
a
s
e
 a

n
ti

b
io

ti
c
s
 

 

ampC-F 

 

 

TTCTATCAAMACTGGCARCCa 

 

530 

(i) 35 cycles 94°C for 30 

seconds 49°C for 30 seconds 

and 72°C for 60 seconds at. (ii) 

Final extension at 72°C for 420 

seconds. 

 

Schwartz 

et al. 

(2003)  

ampC-R 

 

CCYTTTTATGTACCCAYGAa 

 

blaTEM-F 

 

AAAATTCTTGAAGACG 

 

 

1080 

(i) Denaturation at 95°C for 300 

seconds. (ii) 35 cycles: 94°C for 

60 seconds, 63°C for 30 

seconds, 72°C for 60 seconds. 

(iii) Final extension at 72°C for 

600 seconds. 

 

Sharma 

et al. 

(2010)  

blaTEM-R 

 

TTACCAATGCTTAATCA 

T
e
tr

a
c
y
c
li

n
e
 e

ff
lu

x
 p

u
m

p
s
 

 

tetA-F 

 

GTAATTCTGAGCACTGTCGC 

 

 

957 

(i) Denaturation at 94°C for 180 

seconds, (ii) 25 cycles at 94°C 

for 60 seconds, 57°C for 60 

seconds, 72°C for 60 seconds. 

(iii) Final extension at 72°C for 

600 seconds. 

 

Sengeløv 

et al. 

(2003)  

tetA-R 

 

CTGCCTGGACAACATTGCTT 

tetL-F ATAAATTGTTTCGGGTCGGTAT  

1077 

(i) 35 cycles at 95⁰ C for 60 

seconds, 50⁰ C for 60 seconds 

72⁰ C for 30 seconds. (ii) Final 

extension 72⁰ C for 300  

 

Trzcinski 

et al. 

(2000) 

tetL-R AACCAGCCAACTAATGACAATGAT 

tetK-F TATTTTGGCTTTGTATTCTTTCAT  

1159 tetK-R GCTATACCTGTTCCCTCTGATAA 

a- Wobbles according to IUPAC: M= A or C, R= A or G, Y= C or T. 
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3.2.6 Sequencing of amplicons 

PCR amplicons were purified with a silica resin as described by Li and co-workers (2010b). In brief, 

500 µL NaI (6 M) was added to the PCR product and inverted. Silica matrix [SiO2 in PCR grade water 

(Sigma Aldrich, US)] was added, mixed and then incubated at room temperature for 5 minutes. The 

mixture was then centrifuged (14 500 g for 10 seconds) and the supernatant was removed. The pellet 

was washed with a washing buffer (50% ethanol, 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 100 mM NaCl, 1 mM 

EDTA). After a second repeat of the washing step the mixture was centrifuged (14 500 g for 10 

seconds) and the supernatant removed. The tube was left to air dry. After drying, the pellet was re-

suspended in 20μL ultra-pure water and centrifuged (14 500 g for 2 minutes). The supernatant 

containing the DNA was transferred to a clean tube. The DNA concentration was determined by 

NanoDrop spectrophotometry (Section 3.2.4).  

 

After the first purification of the PCR product, the BigDye Terminator version 3.1 Sequencing kit PCR 

was performed as described by the protocol of the manufacturer (Applied Biosystems, UK). These 

products were then subjected to another purification step. The second purification step was performed 

with a ZR DNA Sequencing Clean-up kit (Zymo Research, US) as descried by the manufacturer.  

 

HiDi Formamide (Thermo Fisher Scientific, US) was added to the purified DNA and loaded to a 

sequencing plate for sequencing. Sequencing was performed with an ABI 3100 sequencer and data 

was analyzed with Sequencing Analysis v5.3.1 software. Geospiza Finch TV (version 1.4) software 

was used to view chromatograms of the raw sequence data.  BLASTn searches 

(http;//www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/BLASTn) were performed on all the amplified DNA sequences to 

compare with previous sequences on databases and to finally identify and verify the sequence. Only 

matches of above 98% similar identity were considered as positive identity of the amplified gene. 

  

3.3 Results 

The DNA quality extracted from all of the isolates part of this study were within the acceptable 

A260/A280 ratios (1.7 - 2.0). The DNA quality was also confirmed by agarose gel electrophoresis and 

subsequent PCRs could be performed on all of the isolates. The identity of the 72 MAR HPC isolates, 

their antibiotic resistance patterns (from Chapter 2), and their resistance towards selected 

antimicrobials and genes that were detected for each are summarized in Table 3.1.  
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3.3.1 Identified isolates  

Isolates were identified to species (or at least genus) level belonging to 4 phyla (Proteobacteria, 

Bacteriodetes, Firmicutes and Actinobacteria). The majority of the isolates were from the phylum 

Proteobacteria. Of these most belonged to the Gammaproteobacteria class. Fourteen were identified 

as species of the Pseudomonas genus and one isolate was a Cellvibrio sp. also from the 

Pseudomonadaceae family. Another 14 isolates belonged to the genus Acinetobacter from the 

Moraxellaceae family. One Xanthomonas sp. and three Stenotrophomonas maltophilia isolates 

represented the Xantomonadaceae family. Finally, two Klebsiella pneumonia isolates were identified 

as well as one Serratia marcescens from the Enterobacteriaceae family. These 

Gammaproteobacteria species were from most of all the sampling sites and represented 15 of the 

multiple antimicrobial resistant phenotypes. The phenotypes include each of the 8 most prevalent 

phenotypes.  

 

Among the 9 Alphaproteobacteria isolates there were representatives of the Sphingomonadacea 

(Sphingobium yanoikuyae, Novosphingobium sp. and Sphingomonas aerolata), Rhizobiaceae 

(Rhizobium spp. and Agrobacterium vitis) and Caulobacteriaceae (Brevundimonas nasdae) families 

that were from the WFS 1, WFS 2, MR BC 2 and MR AC 1 sites. These isolates represented six of 

the multiple ARPs. 

 

Two isolates, Massilia sp. and Acidovorax sp. isolated from WFS 1, were identified only to genus 

levels and represented the Betaproteobacteria class. Both of these isolates had an antibiotic resistant 

profile of Ax, Ap, Tt, Er, St, Tm, with the Massillia sp. isolate additionally being resistant to Cp, 

whereas the Acidovorax sp. was intermediate for this antibiotic.  

 

The Bacteriodetes phylum had representatives of the Flavobacteria (Flavobacterium spp. and 

Chryseobacterium lactis) and Sphingobacteria (Sphingobacterium spp. and Chitinophaga 

oryziterrae) classes. The seven isolates were predominantly from the two MR AC sites with the 

exception of one Flavobacterium sp. that was isolated from Pb containing media at the control site 

(MR BC 1). Isolates in this phylum had fewer antibiotics in their resistance patterns and were resistant 

to only 3 or 4 antibiotic classes. However, some were intermediate resistant to additional antibiotics.  
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Table 3.2: Summary of identified surface water HPC isolates their resistance to selected antimicrobials and the resistance 

genes detected for each 

 

Identified species 
Site of 

isolation 

Antibiotic resistant 

phenotype 

MIC to 

Isol.Am* 

MIC to different antibiotics (mg/L) Resistance genes 

detected 
Ax Tt Er St 

Proteobacteria 

Gammaproteobacteria 

Pseudomonas mosselii Ap_M2_1.9 Ax, Ap, Tt, Er, St, Tm, Cp > 200 > 200 50 - 100 >200 <50 blaTEM, tetA 

Pseudomonas chloraphis Zn_M4_2.4 Ax, Ap, Tt, Er, St, Tm, Cp 2.5 - 5.0 >200 <50 180 - 200 <50 blaTEM 

Pseudomonas fluorescens Fe_M4_2.1 Ax, Ap, Tt, Er, St, Tm, Cp 5.0 - 6.5 >200 50 - 100 >200 <50 blaTEM 

 Cu_M4_2.1 Ax, Ap, Tt, Er, St, Tm, Cp 1.5 - 2.5 >200 50 - 100 >200 <50 blaTEM 

 Zn_M3_1.3 Ax, Ap, Tt, Er, St, Tm, (Cp) 2.5 - 5.0 >200 <50 >200 50 - 100 blaTEM 

 Pb_M4_2.1 Ax, Ap, Er, St, Tm, Cp 2.5 - 5.0 >200 - >200 <50 blaTEM 

 Cu_W1_2.3 Ax, Ap, Er, St, (Tt) 1.5 - 2.5 >200 - 50 - 100 <50 blaTEM 

Pseudomonas protogens Ap_M4_2.3 Ax, Ap, Tt, Er, St, Tm, Cp >200 >200 50-100 >200 >200 blaTEM 

 Zn_W2_2.1 Ax, Ap, Tt, Er, Tm, Cp 2.5 - 5.0 >200 50-100 >200 - blaTEM 

Pseudomonas moraviensis Fe_M4_2.6 Ax, Ap, Er, Tm, Cp, (Tt), (St) 5.0 - 6.5 >200 <50 >200 <50 blaTEM 

 Pb_W2_1.1 Ax, Ap, Tt, Er, St, Tm,  2.5 - 5.0 >200 50 - 100 >200 50 - 100 blaTEM 

Pseudomonas psychrophilla  Cu_W2_2.2 Ax, Ap, Er, Tm, Cp, (Tt) 1.5 - 2.5 >200 - 50 - 100 <50 ampC, blaTEM 

Pseudomonas constantinii Cu_M4_2.4 Ax, Ap, Er, St, Tm, Cp, (Tt) 1.0 - 1.5 >200 - 50 - 100  blaTEM 

Pseudomonas extremorientalis Zn_W2_3.1 Ax, Ap, Tt, Er, Tm, Cp, (St) 5.0 - 6.5 >200 50 - 100 >200 - blaTEM 

Pseudomonas gessardii Zn_W1_3.4 Ax, Ap, Tt, Er, Tm, Cp, (St) 2.5 - 5.0 >200 <50 >200 <50 ampC, 

 Zn_M3_2.4 Ax, Ap, Er, Tm, Cp, (St) 2.5 - 5.0 >200 - >200 <50 blaTEM 

Pseudomonas rhodesiae Cu_W1_1.3 Ax, Ap, Er, Tm, (Tt), (Cp) 1.0 - 1.5 >200 - >200 - blaTEM 

Pseudomonas putida Pb_W1_1.4 Ax, Ap, Tt, Er, Tm, Cp 2.5 - 5.0 >200 50 - 100 >200 - blaTEM 

 Pb_M2_1.3 Ax, Ap, Tt, Tm, (Cp) 2.5 - 5.0 >200 <50 >200 - blaTEM 

 Cu_W1_1.1 Ax, Ap, Er, Tm 1.5 - 2.5 >200 - 50 - 100 - blaTEM 

Pseudomonas syringae Pb_M2_1.1 Ax, Ap, Er, Tm 2.5 - 5.0 >200 - >200 - blaTEM 

Pseudomonas fragi Cu_W1_2.5 Ax, Ap, Er, Tm 1.5 - 2.5 >200 - >200 - blaTEM 

Pseudomonas composti Pb_M3_1.8 Ax, Ap, St, Tm 1.5 - 2.5 >200 - - <50 blaTEM 
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Pseudomonas cichorii Cu_W1_1.7 Ax, Ap, Tt, Tm 1.0 - 1.5 >200 < 50 - <50 blaTEM 

Cellvibrio sp. Ap_W1_1.4 Ax, Ap, Tt, Tm >200 >200 < 50 - - blaTEM 

Acinetobacter beijerinckii Zn_M2_1.6 Ax, Ap, Tt, Er, St, Tm, Cp 5.0 - 6.5 >200 130 - 150 >200 50 -100 blaTEM 

 Cu_M2_1.4 Ax, Ap, Tt, Er, St, Tm, Cp 1.5 - 2.5 >200 100 - 130 >200 <50 blaTEM 

Acinetobacter haemolyticus Cu_M2_1.3 Ax, Ap, Tt, Er, St, Tm, Cp 1.0 - 1.5 180 - 200 50 - 100 >200 <50 blaTEM 

 Pb_W1_1.6 Ax, Ap, Tt, Er, St, Tm, Cp 5.0 - 6.5 >200 50 - 100 >200 50 - 100 blaTEM 

 Cu_W2_1.1 Ax, Ap, Tt, Er, St, Tm 1.0 - 1.5  >200 50 - 100 >200 <50 blaTEM 

 Cu_W1_1.2 Ax, Ap, Er, Tm, (Tt) 1.5 - 2.5 >200 - >200 - blaTEM 

 Zn_W1_2.4 Ax, Ap, Tt, Er, St 2.5 - 5.0 >200 50 - 100 150 - 180 <50 blaTEM 

 Ap_M3_2.4 Ax, Ap, Tt, St, Cp >200 >200 <50 - <50 blaTEM 

Acinetobacter johnsonii Ap_W1_3.7 Ax, Ap, Er, Tm, Cp, (Tt), (St) >200 >200 - >200 - blaTEM 

Acinetobacter calcoaceticus Pb_M2_1.8 Ax, Ap, Tt, Er, St, Tm, Cp 5.0 - 6.5 100 - 130 < 50 <50 <50 blaTEM 

 Zn_W1_1.7 Ax, Ap, St, Cp, (Tt), (Er) 1.5 - 2.5 >200 - - - blaTEM 

Acinetobacter sp.  Ap_W1_3.6 Ax, Ap, Tt, Er, St, Tm >200 >200 100 - 130 >200 >200 blaTEM, tetA 

 Zn_W2_1.2 Ax, Ap, Tt, Er, St, Tm 2.5 - 5.0 100 - 130 50 - 100 >200 <50  

 Zn_W1_1.5 Ax, Ap, Tt, St, Tm 2.5 - 5.0 100 - 130 <50 - <50 blaTEM 

Stenotrophomonas maltophilia Ap_M2_1.6 Ax, Ap, Tt, Er, St, Tm, Cp > 200 >200 >200 >200 >200 ampC, blaTEM, tetA 

 Zn_W2_1.5 Ax, Ap, Tt, Er, St, Tm, Cp 2.5 - 5.0 >200 100 - 130 >200 <50 blaTEM 

 Zn_M2_1.9 Ax, Ap, Tt, Er, St 2.5 - 5.0 >200 50 - 100 - <50 blaTEM 

Xantomonas sp. Ap_M3_1.5 Ax, Ap, Tt, Tm, (Cp) > 200 >200 <50 - - blaTEM 

Klebsiella pneumoniae Zn_W1_1.6 Ax, Ap, Tt, Tm, (Er) 1.5 - 2.5 130 - 150 >200 50 - 100 - blaTEM, tetA 

 Pb_W1_1.3 Tt, Er, Tm, (Ap), (St) 2.5 - 5.0 - 50 - 100 <50 -  

Serratia marcescens Zn_M3_1.1 Ax, Ap, Tt, Er, Tm 1.5 - 2.5 >200 <50 >200 - blaTEM 

Alphaproteobacteria         

Sphingobium yanoikuyae Cu_W1_1.4 Ax, Ap, Er, St, Tm, (Tt), (Cp) 1.5 - 2.5 >200 - <50 <50 ampC, blaTEM 

Novosphingobium sp. Ap_M2_1.8 Ax, Ap, Er, Tm >200 >200 - 50 - 100 - blaTEM 

Sphingomonas aerolata Cu_M2_1.5 Ap, St, Tm 1.5 - 2.5 >200 - - <50 blaTEM 

Rhizobium massilae Zn_M2_1.7 Ax, Ap, Tt, Er, St, Tm, Cp 1.0 - 1.5 >200 <50 < 50 <50  

Rhizobium sp Fe_W1_2.7 Ax, Ap, Tt, Er, St, Tm, Cp 2.5 - 5.0 >200 - 50 - 100 50 - 100  

Rhizobium mongolense Pb_M3_1.7 Ax, Ap, Tt, Er, St, Tm  1.5 - 2.5 >200 <50 <50 50 - 100  

Agrobacterium vitis Fe_M3_1.5 Tt, Tm, Cp 1.5 - 2.5 - <50 - -  

Brevundimonas nasdae Pb_W2_3.2 Ax, Ap, Tt, Er, St, Tm, Cp 2.5 - 5.0 100 - 130 <50 >200  blaTEM 
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MIC- Minimum inhibitory concentration; Isol.am- Isolation antimicrobial, isolates were intermediate resistant to the antibiotics in brackets (); 

Ax- amoxicillin, Ap- ampicillin, Tt- tetracycline, Er- erythromycin, St- streptomycin, Tm- trimethoprim, Cp- chloramphenicol

 Zn_M2_1.8 Ax, Ap, St, Tm 2.5 - 5.0 50 - 100 - -  blaTEM 

Betaproteobacteria         

Massilia sp Pb_W1_3.6 Ax, Ap, Tt, Er, St, Tm, Cp 2.5 - 5.0 >200 50 - 100 50 - 100   

Acidovorax sp Fe_W1_3.3 Ax, Ap, Tt, Er, St, Tm, (Cp) 5.0 - 6.5 >200 <50 50 - 100 50 - 100 blaTEM 

Bacteriodetes 

Flavobacteria         

Flavobacterium sp. Pb_M1_2.2 Ax, Ap, St, Tm, Cp, (Er) 1.0 - 1.5 180 - 200 - - <50 blaTEM 

 Ap_M3_3.2 Ax, Ap, St, Tm, (Tt) >200 180 - 200 - - <50 blaTEM 

 Zn_M4_2.7 Ax, Ap, Tt, Tm 2.5 - 5.0 >200 50 - 100 - -  

Chryseobacterium  lactis Cu_M4_2.2 Ax, Ap, Tt, St, Tm 1.5 - 2.5 >200 <50 -  blaTEM 

Sphingobacteria         

Chitinophaga oryziterrae Zn_M3_3.2 Ax, Ap, Er, St, Tm 2.5 - 5.0 >200 - >200 50 - 100  

Sphingobacterium sp Fe_M3_1.2 Ax, Ap, Tt, St, Cp 5.0 - 6.5 >200 <50 - <50 blaTEM 

 Fe_M3_2.1 St, Tm, Cp 2.5 - 5.0 - - - <50  

Firmicutes 

Bacilli         

Bacillus cereus  Fe_M2_1.1 Ax, Ap, Tt, Er, St, Tm, Cp 2.5 - 5.0 >200 >200 >200 >200 blaTEM 

 Zn_M3_2.2 Ax, Ap, Tt, Er, St, Cp 2.5 - 5.0 >200 50 - 100 >200 <50  

 Cu_W2_2.5 Ax, Ap, Tt, Tm 1.0 - 1.5 >200 <50 - - blaTEM 

 Ap_W1_3.5 Ax, Ap, Tt, Tm >200 >200 <50 -  blaTEM 

Bacillus thuringiensis Pb_M2_1.2 Ax, Ap, Er, Tm, Cp 5.0 - 6.5 >200 - <50 - blaTEM 

Staphylococcus sp. Pb_W2_1.9 Ax, Ap, Tt, Er, St, Tm 2.5 - 5.0 >200 100 - 130 >200 50 - 100  

Enterococcus hirae Pb_M3_1.6 Ax, Ap, Tt, Er, St, Tm, Cp 2.5 - 5.0 >200 50 - 100 >200 50 - 100  

 Zn_W1_1.1 Ax, Ap, Er, Tm, Cp 2.5 - 5.0 >200 - 50 - 100 -  

Actinobacteria 

Curtobacterium flaccumfaciens  Zn_M2_1.2 Ax, St, Cp,  2.5 - 5.0 >200 - - <50 blaTEM 
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Eight isolates from the two WFS and two MR AC (MR BC 2 and MR AC 1) sites belonged to the 

Firmicutes phylum, with species representing the Bacillus, Staphylococcus and Enterococcus genera. 

These isolates represented five of the multiple antibiotic resistance phenotypes. Finally, a single 

isolate from the MR BC 2 site (Curtobacterium flaccumfaciens) represented the Actinobacteria 

phylum. This isolate was resistant to Ax, Ap, St, Tm, Cp and intermediate resistant to Cp. 

  

3.3.2 Minimal inhibitory concentrations (MICs) 

The MICs of MAR isolates was determined as explained in Section 3.2.2. From Table 3.2 it is evident 

that all isolates that were originally obtained from ampicillin containing media had Ap MICs greater 

than 200 mg/L. In general, with few exceptions, the isolates from the Pb, Zn and Fe containing media 

had MICs that were greater than 2.5 mM. In some cases this was above 5.0 mM. Isolates from the 

Cu containing media generally had MICs ranging from 1.0 to 2.5 mM for this metal.  

 

High resistance levels to amoxicillin among all of the isolates that were resistant to the β-lactams 

antibiotics were also observed in the current study. This was regardless of the media that the isolate 

was originally isolated from or the identity of the isolate. Eighty four percent of isolates from the class 

Gammaproteobacteria and 50% from the Bacilli class that were resistant to erythromycin had MIC 

levels exceeding 100 mg/L for this antibiotic. Moderate to high MIC levels (50 to >200mg/L) were 

observed for tetracycline among 57% of the isolates that were resistant to tetracycline. The 

streptomycin resistant bacteria of the current study generally had low tolerance to streptomycin. Only 

31% of the isolates that were resistant to streptomycin had MICs exceeding 50 mg/L. Of these only 

4% exceeded 200 mg/L. 

 

3.3.3 Antibiotic resistant genes 

The presences of five ARGs were screened for by PCR amplification and sequencing verification. 

This was performed for selected MAR isolates that were resistant to the antibiotic for which the 

specific gene encoded resistance to.  

 

Both the β-lactamase encoding genes (ampC and blaTEM) were successfully amplified from 

particular isolates (Table 3.1), with amplicon sizes of approximately 530 and 1080 bp respectively. 

Additionally, four representative amplicons (Figure 3.1 A & B) of each gene were subjected to 

sequencing and their identities were confirmed by BLASTn searches.  The ampC gene was only 

detected in the four isolates represented in Figure 3.1A, whereas blaTEM was detected in 76% of the 

isolates. Two of the isolates that contained the ampC gene were originally isolated from Cu-containing 
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media (Cu_W2_2.2: Pseudomonas psychrophila and Cu_W1_1.4: Sphingobium yanoikuyae), one 

was isolated from Zn containing media (Zn_W1_3.4: Pseudomonas gessardi) the other was isolated 

from ampicillin containing media (Ap_M2_1.6: Stenotrophomonas maltophilia). The isolates in which 

blaTem was present represented each of the antimicrobial containing isolation media, sampling sites, 

and phyla detected in the current study.  

 

Of the three (tetA, tetL and tetK) tetracycline efflux pumps screened for, only tetA was successfully 

detected and verified by sequencing. The tetA gene was present in four isolates and the amplicon 

sizes of each were approximately 956bp (Figure 3.4). Three of the isolates to host this gene was 

originally isolated from Ampicillin containing media (Ap_M2_1.9: Pseudomonas mosselii; 

Ap_W1_3.6: Acinetobacter sp. and Ap_M2_1.6: Stenotrophomonas maltophilia) and one was 

originally isolated from Zn containing media (Zn_W1_1.6: Klebsiella pneumoniae)  

 

(A) (B) (C) 

           L1   A1  A2   A3   A4             L2   B1  B2   B3   B4                L3   C1   C2   C3  C4 

Figure 3.1: Images of agarose gel after electrophoresis of representative amplified ARGs dyed 

with gelRed and visualized under UV light.  

(A): ampC (amplicon size: ± 530bp) - L1: 1kb Ladder; A1: Cu_W2_2.2; A2: Cu_W1_1.4; A3: 

Ap_M2_1.6; A4: Zn_W1_3.4. (B) blaTEM (amplicon size: ±1080bp) - L2: 1kb Ladder; B1: 

Fe_M4_2.1; B2: Cu_W1_1.7; B3: Cu_M4_2.2; B4: Ap_W1_3.5. (C) tetA (amplicon size: ± 957bp) - 

L3: 1kb Ladder; C1: Ap_M2_1.9; C2: Zn_W1_1.6; C3: Ap_M2_1.6; C4: Ap_W1_3.6 
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Amplicon bands were detected for tetL (Appendix F) PCRs, however, amplicon sizes varied among 

isolates and sequencing of the amplicons had no significant matches on the genBank database. No 

amplicons for tetK were detected in any of the isolates. No results for these were thus included. 

 

3.4 Discussion 

The aim of the current study was to identify selected MAR isolates among HPC isolated from water 

sources, and characterize the isolates based on MIC and genes (blaTEM, ampC, tetA, tetL, tetK) 

present in their genomes. 

 

3.4.1 General overview: Identification of MAR isolates 

Most of the selected MAR isolates were identified to species level (some only genus level) by analysis 

of their bacterial 16S rRNA gene sequence. The four phyla (Proteobacteria, Bacteriodetes, Firmicutes 

and Actinobacteria) detected in the current study were also of the most frequently phyla that were 

enumerated and detected by Jordaan and Bezuidenhout (2016) in the MR. Furthermore, these phyla 

were part of the most abundantly found phyla in a couple of recent studies that were similar to the 

current study (Henriques et al., 2016; Vaz Moreira et al., 2014; Li et al., 2010a). The current detected 

phyla did not fully represent all of the phyla detected by Jordaan and Bezuidenhout (2016). Their 

study took place in the cold and dry season of 2012 and focused on the total bacterial community 

using a culture independent DNA based method (454 pyrosequencing). The current study was 

concerned with the identification of antimicrobial resistant HPC bacteria (culture dependent). Thus, it 

was expected that less inclusive results would be found. However, resistance traits found in the 

cultured isolates of the current study could be shared with the total bacterial community (Li et al., 

2010a; Thompson et al., 2007). A greater abundance of Proteobacteria was identified compared to 

the three other phyla. This could be attributed to the favored growth of Gammaproteobacteria (most 

abundant bacterial Class detected) on R2A media (Li et al., 2010a). Almost all the bacterial species 

or genera were common residents of wastewater or freshwater environments. The individual species 

detected and their clinical or agricultural relevance are further discussed in Section 3.4.4. 

 

3.4.2 General trends of the minimum inhibitory concentrations (MICs) detected 

The MIC results of the current study reflected some of the general trends observed for the HPC results 

from the antimicrobial containing media (Chapter 2). Considerably high MIC levels to the β-lactam 

antibiotics were prevalent among all of the identified species and at all of the sampling sites, 

irrespective of which antimicrobial agent these were originally isolated from. Results in Chapter 2 

study suggested that the prevalence of β-lactam resistance could be attributed to the wide 
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dissemination of β-lactamase determinants in the environment as well as the intrinsic resistance of 

commonly detected Pseudomonas spp. (Henriques et al., 2016; Luczkiewicz et al., 2015; Poole, 

2004). In this Chapter, results presented confirmed that both of these scenarios could true for the MR 

and WFS confluence. Firstly, a considerable number of β- lactam resistant Pseudomonas spp. were 

isolated and identified. Additionally, blaTEM, a gene encoding for the enzyme β-lactamase was found 

in 78% of the isolates representing each of the phyla and sites of the current study. The relevance of 

the presence of these genes is further discussed in Sections 3.4.3 and 3.4.4. 

  

Isolates originally obtained from the Cu containing media had lower tolerance to the metal compared 

to isolates that were isolated from other metals. It is speculated that low tolerance to Cu is potentially 

attributed to resistance associating with chromosomes instead of plasmids. Thus, determinants for 

Cu resistance are not as readily disseminated as the determinants for resistance to the other metals 

(Pal et al., 2015). Altimera et al (2012) detected higher MICs for Cu resistant isolates from Cu polluted 

agricultural soils. This could be defended as bacteria from agricultural soils may be impacted more 

directly by Cu in their immediate environment compared to bacteria in surface water. Most of the 

isolates from Cu containing media of the current study were still resistant to other antibiotics 

(amoxicillin, tetracycline and erythromycin) with all of the isolates (from Cu containing media) having 

MICs above 180 mg/L for amoxicillin. This could indicate that lower concentrations of Cu potentially 

co-select for antibiotic resistance. The observation could also be attributed to other impacts selecting 

for additional antibiotic resistance that do not related to Cu. Either way, the co-occurrence of Cu- and 

multiple antibiotic resistances were observed and specific causes and mechanisms should be 

investigated further.  

 

Fe availability is generally a limiting factor for bacterial growth. In the present study it is observed that 

all of the MAR isolates originally isolated on Fe-containing media, except one (Agrobacterium vitis 

(Fe_M3_1.5)), had MIC levels exceeding 2.5 mM for this metal. Some had MIC levels to Fe of above 

5.0 mM. Agrobacterium vitis was resistant to three antibiotic classes (Tt, Tm, Cp) compared to the 

larger antibiotic resistance pattern spectrums of the remaining isolates enumerated on media 

containing this metal (Fe). Furthermore, this isolate did not show high resistance to tetracycline in the 

MIC assay. This suggests that isolates with resistance to more antibiotics were less inclined to 

catalyze the Fenton reaction. Considering the results suggests that resistance to Fe may relate to 

antibiotic resistance mechanisms that entail active efflux. These may also be involved in pumping Fe 

out of the cell. Therefore, less Fe is present inside the cell and the Fenton reaction is not catalyzed. 

This is speculation and has not yet been documented in previous studies. It should be further 
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investigated. Resistance mechanisms to Fe are not well described for environmental isolates. This is 

probably due to Fe not traditionally being seen as a toxic element even though it has been found 

(Kimiran-Erdem et al., 2015). On the other hand, mechanisms for microbes to resist Fe depletion, 

especially in mammalian hosts, are well described (Cherayil, 2011). 

 

High concentrations of Pb are known to either inhibit cell growth or select for Pb resistance 

mechanisms, such as the activation of efflux pumps (Naik and Dubey, 2013). These P-type ATPase 

efflux systems may be located on plasmids that may also host genes for a range of antibiotic 

resistance mechanisms (Drudge et al., 2012). This may explain the observation that isolates 

exhibiting higher MIC levels for Pb were generally also resistant to several antibiotic classes. These 

isolates generally had higher MICs to these antibiotics compared to the isolates with lower MICs for 

this metal. In this study the highest HPC bacterial growth occurred on Pb containing media compared 

to media containing other metals. This was attributed to potential factors such as low bioavailability 

of the metal (Roane and Kellog, 1996) or P-type ATPase efflux systems encoded on plasmids in the 

presence of high concentrations of Pb (Drudge et al., 2012). The observation of Pb resistant bacteria 

at the control site could be attributed to Pb being released by motorboat exhausts in the Klerkskraal 

Dam which might be contaminating the MR (Van Aard and Erdmann, 2004) 

 

The isolates from Zn containing media had high MICs >2.5 mM for Zn. This could be attributed to a 

number of resistance mechanisms as described in Section 2.4.2d (Prapagdee and Watcharamusik, 

2009; Banjerdkij et al., 2003; Coudhury and Srivastava, 2001). In addition to resistance to Zn, a 

number of MAR isolates originally isolated from media containing Zn had reduced susceptibility to 

amoxicillin, tetracycline and in to lesser extend also streptomycin. This indicates that there could be 

co-selective pressures responsible for Zn and antibiotic resistance.  

 

In addition to the high MIC levels detected for metals and the β-lactam antibiotics, high resistance 

(MIC above 100 mg/L) to tetracycline and erythromycin were detected in at least one isolate 

representative from each of the anthropogenic impacted sites. The high MIC levels for these 

antibiotics are of clinical concern as treatment of possible infectious diseases caused by bacteria that 

are resistant to these antibiotics will be difficult (Chudobova et al., 2014). Even though tetracycline 

resistance was the least abundant phenotype observed among al HPC isolated tested (Chapter 2), 

some MAR isolates identified were highly resistant to this antibiotic. The high MICs detected for 

tetracycline could be attributed to any one of the 40 genetic tetracycline resistance determinants (Li 

et al., 2010a). Though not abundant, tetA genes were detected in the chromosomes of four isolates 
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in the current study. This confirms that there are genetic determinants present in the surface water of 

the current study, which could be responsible for the high tetracycline MIC levels (Wang et al., 2014). 

Only three of the identified isolates showed extreme resistance to streptomycin (MIC >200 mg/L). A 

larger number were generally resistant to this antibiotic according to the results of the disc diffusion 

method. 

  

3.4.3 Antibiotic resistance genes detected 

Various studies have reported the presence of ARGs in the natural environment and especially in 

surface water sources (Molale and Bezuidenhout, 2016; Adesoji et al., 2015; Bergeron et al., 2015; 

Zhang  et al., 2015; Marti et al., 2013; Coutinho et al., 2014; Thompson et al., 2007; Biyela et al., 

2004). 

 

The surface water systems of the current study support a number of agricultural, recreational (fishing, 

swimming and picnic activities) and religious (baptism) activities (Molale and Bezuidenhout, 2016). 

The presence of ARGs in these waters could readily disseminate from the environment to humans 

and animals (Molale and Bezuidenhout, 2016). Furthermore, drinking water purification systems have 

not been designed to remove ARGs even if they remove the bacteria containing the genes (Adesoji 

et al., 2015). Thus, these genes may pass though drinking water production facilities and land in bulk 

water as well as biofilms. Such genes may be passed directly to the human biota through 

consumption, where they are able to confer resistance to clinical relevant bacteria (Bergeron et al., 

2015). This concern is relevant to the current study as the MR is the major source for drinking water 

to the downstream town of Potchefstroom (Jordaan and Bezuidenhout, 2013). Sequencing 

verification of PCR amplicons indicated that three of the five resistance genes screened for, were 

present in genomes of some MAR isolates. 

 

blaTEM was the most frequently detected ARG and was found in 78% of the isolates. Previous 

studies have also found this gene to be the most prevalent resistance gene detected in environmental 

isolates (Bailey et al., 2011; Lachmayr et al., 2009). The gene was detected in isolates from all of the 

sites. All but one (Zn_M2_1.8: Brevundimonas nasdae) of the isolates that hosted this gene had high 

levels of resistance (MIC >100 mg/L) to the two β-lactam antibiotics. In addition, ampC was detected 

in four isolates of which three were isolated from the WFS sites and were originally isolated on metal 

containing media. The presence of both these genes on metal containing media indicates that β-

lactam resistance may co-occur with metal resistance in these metal impacted surface waters. These 

results could indicate that the MAR isolates of the current study may host determinants for ESBL or 
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metallo-β-lactamase (MBL). These ESBLs provide bacteria with the ability of resistance to a broader 

spectrum of this class of antibiotics (Bora et al., 2014; Palzkill, 2013). Both genes (blaTEM and ampC) 

are often found on transposons and plasmids which may give reason to the prevalence of resistance 

to antibiotics of the β-lactam class in this aquatic ecosystem (Bailey et al., 2011). Some isolates in 

the current study were resistant to the β-lactam antibiotics, but blaTEM and ampC could not be 

detected.  This could potentially indicate that other mechanisms are responsible for the observed 

resistance (Palzkill, 2013) or plasmids containing these genes might have been lost by the 

methodological approaches taken. 

 

Efflux pumps are generally found in all bacterial species either on chromosomes or plasmids (Sun et 

al., 2014). Both tetL and tetK are efflux pumps associated with tetracycline resistance. However, tetK 

was also not detected in tetracycline resistant Enterococcus isolates from surface waters of the NWP 

of South Africa (Molale and Bezuidenhout, 2016). These authors did detect tetL in 17% of their 

Enterococcus isolates. The exact primers and PCR conditions of Molale and Bezuidenhout (2016) 

for tetL were applied to the tetracycline resistant isolates of the current study. The amplicons were 

not of expected size and sequencing of these gave non-specific results. The lack of a positive control 

made optimization of the protocol difficult. Further optimization and the inclusion of a positive control 

are required in order to confirm the gene as absent from the aquatic system of the NWP. Li and co-

workers (2010a) screened for a range of tetracycline resistance (tet) genes from wastewaters and 

receiving bodies of an oxytetracycline production plant. Their results found that in an environment 

with such a prominent presence of the selector (oxytetracycline), tetK was the least abundant tet gene 

detected among 23 tet genes screened for. Furthermore, tetL genes were detected in 34.1% of their 

isolates whereas tetA was most abundant (detected in 67.0% of the isolates) among all of their 

isolates.  

 

The tetA gene was detected in the genomes of four MAR isolates of the current study, confirming 

their presence in the surface water of the specific study area. However, they were not detected in all 

of the isolates that were resistant to tetracycline. The following suggestion could be made as to why 

this gene was not as widely disseminated among the tetracycline resistant isolates and to why there 

was high resistance (MICs) for tetracycline in isolates: (i) It could be that the specific genes searched 

for are not present and that other tetracycline resistance genes are conferring resistance (Molale and 

Bezuidenhout, 2016); (ii) Instead of being part of the chromosome, the gene (or other tet genes) may 

rather be situated on plasmids (Sun et al., 2014; Nikaido et al., 2009) and that these plasmids were 

lost during culturing or DNA isolation. Table 3.1 shows that tetA was detected alongside one or both 
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of the β-lactamase resistance genes. This provides evidence that some HPC bacteria in the 

environment of the current study host multiple ARGs in their chromosomes. This is an observation 

that has been made in previous studies (Capkin et al., 2015; Pal et al., 2015). One isolate that hosted 

tetA gene was originally isolated from Zn containing media, illustrating that not only does the gene 

associate with resistance to other antibiotics it also associates with metal resistance. The tetA gene 

belongs to the MFS of the multidrug transporters (Sun et al., 2014; Nikaido et al., 2009). Thus, it was 

expected to find this gene among the MAR isolates and it may be conferring resistance to more than 

one antimicrobial substance in the particular surface water body. 

 

3.4.4 Evaluation of the clinical and agricultural relevant species detected 

Most of the 73 MAR isolates identified belonged to the genera Pseudomonas and Acinetobacter. A 

range of other genera were also detected and most of these were also prevalent in previous studies 

of aquatic systems (Di Cesare et al., 2016; Henriques et al., 2016; Icgen and Yilmaz, 2014; Zhang et 

al., 2009). The current study did not focus on screening for pathogenic bacteria as HPC bacteria 

irrespective of their pathogenicity have the ability to host ARGs (Thompson et al., 2007). However, a 

concerning observation was the MAR representatives that were identified as species or genera 

previously documented to be pathogenic to humans, animals and plants. Implications of finding these 

species in the MR system thus need to be further explored. Some of these clinical relevant species 

are further described here. 

 

The abundance of Pseudomonas species among the MAR pool of the current study could be 

attributed to a wide range of intrinsic resistance determinants (Henriques et al., 2016; Luczkskiewicz 

et al., 2015; Hwang et al., 2005). The plasticity of the Pseudomonas genome allows members of the 

genus to acquire all known antibiotic resistance genetic mechanisms (Luczkskiewicz et al., 2015). 

However, the current study did not detect all of the genes screened for in the genomes of all of the 

Pseudomonas isolates. Henriques and co-workers (2016) found Pseudomonas species with the 

antibiotic resistance phenotype Ax, Ap, Tt, Tm, Cp among Cu and Zn resistant isolates. The 

Pseudomonas species isolated from Zn in the current study were also resistant to these antibiotics, 

with the addition of others. In the case of the Henriques et al. (2016) study, this resistance phenotype 

was associated with the well described mercury reductase merA plasmid gene. This particular gene 

may be wide spread in nature and particularly the geographical location of the current study. This 

was not determined in the current study and should be included in future studies. Some members of 

the Pseudomonas genus documented to be pathogenic include P. putida, P. mosseilii, P. fluorescens, 

P. syringae and P. cichorii.  Pseudomonas putida is a well-documented human pathogen that have 
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been found to cause nosocomial infections and bacteremia from skin tissue infections among others 

(Fernández et al., 2015; Thomas et al., 2013). Pseudomonas mosseilii and Klebsiella pneumonia 

have cytotoxic effects on human cells (Leneveu-Jenvrin et al., 2013; Cano et al., 2009). 

Pseudomonas syringae and Pseudomonas cichorii are plant pathogens that primarily cause leaf spot 

in different plant species (Marques et al., 2016; Morris et al., 2008). 

 

In the present study, several MAR Acinetobacter sp. were isolated from a number of sites. Three 

isolates could only be identified to genus level while the others were identified as strains belonging 

to Acinetobacter beijerinckii, Acinetobacter haemolyticus, Acinetobacter johnsonii and Acinetobacter 

calcoaceticus. This genus is clinically relevant as some strains are able to lyse mammalian red blood 

cells and to disrupt gelatin (Nemec et al., 2009). A number of recent studies have detected members 

of this genus to be resistant to both metal and antibiotics from the natural environment (Di Cesare et 

al., 2016; Kimiran-Erdem et al., 2015; Pal et al., 2015; Icgen and Yilmaz, 2014). Akbulut and co-

workers (2014) also found multiple drug and heavy metal resistance in hemolytic and non-hemolytic 

Acinetobacter isolates. As its name suggests Acinetobacter haemolyticus is a heamolytic pathogen 

that have been associated with clinical infections (Doughari et al., 2011). Acinetobacter beijerincii is 

a recently classified heamolytic agent in humans and its major habitat is soil and water (Visca et al., 

2011; Nemec et al., 2009). Acinetobacter johnsonnii is an agent for catheter related blood stream 

infections (Pindi, 2013). The soil organism Acinetobacter calcoaceticus has also been associated 

with rare cases of nosocomial infections (Glew et al., 1977). The Acinetobacter genus are gaining 

increased attention due to their potential to cause severe infections and their profundity to develop 

multidrug resistance (Doughari et al., 2011). Based on the frequent detection of members of this 

genus from the sites of the current study and the possible health impacts that their presence pose, it 

is recommended that this genus is explored in more detail in future studies.  

 

Stenotrophomonas maltophilia is related to Pseudomonas sp., but is increasingly seen as a global 

multiple-drug resistant opportunistic pathogen, known to colonize with Pseudomonas aeruginosa in 

the respiratory tract of cystic fibrosis patients (Brooke, 2012). A concerning observation is that in the 

present study, one isolate with this identity was resistant to all of the antibiotics screened for. In this 

case the MICs of >200 mg/L were observed. This isolate was positive for all three resistance genes 

tested for. Previous studies have also found Stenotrophomonas maltophilia to be involved in the 

genetic transfer of resistance determinants. Plasmids with B-lactamases and gene clusters hosting 

antibiotic and heavy metal resistance determinants have been found in strains of this species (Pages 

et al., 2008; Barbolla et al., 2004). Finding these pathogenic Pseudomonas spp that are resistant to 
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multiple antibiotics is a concern for human and animals as well as plants that are exposed to this 

water. The implications of these findings need further investigation.   

 

The two Enterobacteriaceae species detected (Klebsiella pneumoniae and Serratia marcescens) are 

considered human health threats as both cause community acquired infections and some strains are 

multidrug resistant (Li et al., 2014; Ojdana et al., 2014; Kurz et al., 2003). This multi-drug resistance 

trait was also found in the current study. Both of these species are widespread in the environment 

where they are able to colonize and infect animals and plants (Holt et al., 2015; Kurz et al., 2003). 

Common life threatening infections caused by Klebsiella pneumoniae include meningitis, severe 

pneumoniae, endophthalmitis, necrotizing fasciitis and pyogenic liver abscess (Li et al., 2014). 

Serratia marcescens are cytotoxic in vitro and associate with certain lung infections (Kurz et al., 

2003).  

 

In another recent study, two Chitinophaga sp. have been isolated from metal contaminated soils 

(Chanda et al., 2014). These authors showed that isolates were also resistant to a range of antibiotics 

(Chanda et al., 2014). The Chitinophaga sp. representative species from the present study was 

resistant to all of the antibiotics screened for. It also had extreme MICs for some of the antibiotics. 

The finding of this species is similar to the observations of Jordaan and Bezuidenhout (2016) for the 

same study area. Some species in the Sphingobacterium genus are also known to cause human 

respiratory tract infections (Lambiase et al., 2009).   

 

Of the Firmicutes phylum Bacillus cereus is a well described human pathogen that is commonly 

associated with food poisoning (Bottone, 2010). Enterococcus hirae is a well described zoonotic 

pathogen, but have been found to cause human urinary tract infections (Bourafa et al., 2015). 

However, it is usually associated with growth depression in young chickens (Farrow and Collins, 

1985).The ARPs of the two Enterococcus hirae isolates of the current study were resistant to more 

antibiotics than the single isolate of this species that Molale and Bezuidenhout (2016) isolated from 

the MR system. The two E. hirae isolates of the current study were isolated on metal containing media 

and each had their own antibiotic resistance phenotype. A single staphylococcal isolate was only 

identified to genus level. A range of species in this genus are known human pathogens and numerous 

recent studies have also found metal and multidrug resistant strains of this genus in surface waters 

(Pal et al., 2015; Xue et al., 2015; Yilmaz et al., 2013). The isolate with this identity from the current 

study was isolated from Pb (MIC 2.5 – 5.0 mM) and was resistant to 5 antibiotic classes with high 

MICs towards the four antibiotics part of the MIC analysis. Thus, the frequent presence of isolates 
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from the Bacteriodetes phylum in the MR as also detected by Jordaan and Bezuidenhout (2016), 

pose considerable health impacts. Not only were potentially pathogenic bacteria present in the water, 

they were also multidrug resistant. 

 

Genera of which some members are also known plant pathogens that cause leaf spot include 

Rhizobium sp., Acidovorax sp. and some Xanthomonas species (Morris et al., 2008; Marques et al., 

2016; Coutingo and Wallis, 1991). Xantomonas campestris pathovars, for one, are leading causative 

agents of bacterial streak disease of maize, which is the staple food of South Africa (Coutingo and 

Wallis, 1991). In the present study, Flavobacterium sp. was isolated. This species have been 

associated with algal blooms or high nutrient and organic carbon levels (Jordaan and Bezuidenhout, 

2016). The presence of these species pose environmental risks and may cause damage to crop 

farming if the water is used for irrigation.  

 

Finding these potential pathogenic species that are resistant to multiple antibiotics is a concern for 

human and animals as well as plants that are exposed to this water. The MR is used for recreation 

as well as agricultural purposes. Treatment of infection caused by such pathogenic/opportunistic 

pathogens in consumers in general and especially the immune-compromised will be challenging 

(Jordaan and Bezuidenhout, 2016; Mulamattathil et al., 2014). The implications of these findings need 

further investigation. 

 

3.5 Conclusion 

This study contributes by identifying MAR species from surface water and provides detail on the 

different resistance profiles and resistance levels observed among different species from various 

sites. Though the natural environment is seen as an important host and disseminator of antibiotic 

resistance data, on the presence of antibiotic resistance determinants are still lacking in South Africa, 

which places the country in a dangerous situation. The current study was able to detect three 

resistance genes as present in MAR bacteria from surface water that is impacted on by a range of 

anthropogenic activities. A considerable number of these MAR bacteria were also resistant to metals 

at high concentrations which indicates that there is a co-occurrence metal and antibiotic resistance. 

Furthermore, the current situation raises concerns about human and animal health. Among the 

bacteria multiple antibiotic resistance phenotypes was common and high resistance levels were 

present among pathogenic/ opportunistic pathogenic bacteria.  
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CHAPTER 4 

 

Conclusions, Limitations and Recommendations 

 

4.1 Conclusions 

The aim of this study was to determine levels of antimicrobial resistant bacteria and genes in selected 

surface water bodies of the NWP. In order to achieve this, two major objectives were formalized 

each with its own sub-objectives. Major objective one was to determine the antimicrobial resistant 

HPC bacteria levels in relation to physico-chemical quality of the water in selected surface water of 

the NWP. Major objective two was to identify and characterize MAR HPC bacteria using PCR and 

sequencing of amplicons (16S rRNA genes and selected ARGs) and micro dilution broth assay for 

MIC determination. The outcomes of these two major objectives are briefly highlighted in the sections 

that follow: 

 

4.1.1 Antimicrobial resistant HPC bacteria levels in relation to physico-chemical quality of the 

water 

The results demonstrated that gold mining activities in the WFS has a detrimental impact on the 

downstream physico-chemical and bacteriological quality of water to the rural communities around 

Carltonville. Furthermore, this source also impact on the water quality of the MR. A decline in the 

physico-chemical water quality from before the confluence (MR) to after the confluence of the two 

rivers was observed. It was also determined that agriculture was impacting the entire system which 

added to the nutrient load of the surface water. Antimicrobial resistant HPC bacteria were isolated 

from all of the sites investigated. Amongst these a large number were resistant to ampicillin. Of the 

metals screened for, the HPC bacterial communities were most susceptible to Cu and most resistant 

to Pb. Bacteria resistant to Zn and Fe were also detected at all of the sites. A general trend was that 

there is a greater selection for antimicrobial resistance in the WFS compared to the MR. This 

deduction was supported by the observation that the antimicrobial resistant bacterial levels at sites 

before the confluence of the MR and WFS is higher in the WFS segment compared to the levels at 

MR sites before and after the confluence of these two river segments. Furthermore, many of the 

isolates from metal containing media were resistant to antibiotics, of which a large number were 

resistant to multiple antibiotics. 
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4.1.2 Identity and characteristics of MAR-HPC and detection of ARGs 

A total of 72 MAR isolates were successfully identified using 16S rRNA gene sequences. Most of the 

isolates belonged to the phylum Proteobacteria while the remainder belonged to the Bacteriodetes, 

Firmicutes and Actinobacteria phyla. Some of the genera and species detected have been previously 

documented to be potential pathogens. This is of concern considering the number of 

immunocompromised in South Africa and particularly the NWP that could be directly exposed to the 

surface waters. The minimal inhibitory concentration (MIC) of each identified isolate was determined 

for the antimicrobial that they were initially isolated from and for some antibiotics they showed 

resistance to. From the results it could be concluded that generally the isolates that were initially from 

Cu-containing media did not have extremely high MICs to this metal. The isolates obtained from the 

other metals (Pb, Zn) had very high MICs to the respective metal that they were isolated from. These 

isolates also had high MICs against the various antibiotics. It can thus be concluded that the pollution 

of the environmental setting may be playing a key role in the selection for antibiotic and metal 

resistance. ARGs (blaTEM, ampC and tetA) especially blaTEM were detected in the genomes of 

isolates from all of the phyla and sampling sites. These genes are present in the bacteria from the 

surface water of the MR and WFS and may be transferred by MGEs among different species. 

 

In general, it is concluded that antimicrobial resistant bacteria and more specifically MAR bacteria 

are present at all of the sites of the current study. However, the numbers of these bacteria are 

considerably higher at the sites with greater mining impacts. Thus, it is concluded that the mining 

activity upstream of the WFS is selecting for more antibiotic resistant bacteria and the WFS should 

be considered a hotspot for co-selection of metal and antibiotic resistance. However, antibiotic 

resistance and genes are widespread in the environment as it was also found in the MR sites 

upstream of the confluence. These findings host considerable healthcare concerns as these surface 

waters are used for a number of recreational activities and as the major source of drinking water to 

the towns of Carltonville and Potchefstroom. This water is also used for agricultural production and 

may thus have impacts on livestock watering and irrigation. Finally, it can be concluded that the aim 

and objectives of the study were successfully achieved.   

 

4.2 Limitations and Recommendations 

The current study used a general culture based approach targeting HPC bacteria. Data is thus limited 

to this particular group only. Considering that most bacteria in the various niches on this planet is non 

culturable, a large cross-section of the microbial population may have been missed. However, the 

approach and various concepts used and demonstrated is still valid. Including more metals and 
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antibiotics for enrichment could provide some more details, but those used for the present study were 

sufficient to prove the original hypothesis.  

 

Singleplex PCR method for detection of some antibiotic resistant genes are tedious and expensive 

considering bench time, reagents and controls. However, for screening purposes this approach can 

indicate the presence of genes and identify hotspots at which more expensive analysis should be 

considered. What this approach did was to link certain antibiotic phenotypes to genotypes.   

 

Though a general conclusion could be made that metal and antibiotic resistance existed among HPC 

bacteria in the current study area, the study could not fully conclude on the specific mechanisms of 

resistance and which metals selected for which antibiotic resistance. The lack of technical standards 

and historic information made interpretation of the results even more difficult.  

 

Another limitation was the unavailability of antibiotic concentrations in the water. Thus, statistical 

analysis could not pinpoint whether antibiotic resistance was rather selected by metal concentrations 

or antibiotic concentrations. None the less the study serves as a baseline and the WFS was identified 

as a hotspot for co-occurrence of metal and antibiotic resistance which was disseminated to 

downstream sites. Future studies should therefore build on the limitations of the current study to fully 

investigate the phenomenon in this system as it poses health risks to the consumer. The following 

recommendations are therefore proposed: 

 

 Screening for a larger range of ARGs by metagenomics and next generation 

sequencing (NGS) would provide more accurate information 

Though routine implementation of molecular approaches are expensive and therefore not 

always possible in developing countries such as South Africa, effort should be made to 

determine the genes relevant to antibiotic resistance in the environment as suggested by Bora 

et al. (2014). Metagenomics and next generation sequencing offer rapid methods to 

investigate the entire collection of genes responsible and to determine how genes from 

different antimicrobials relate to one another (Pal et al., 2015). It is suggested that this type 

of analysis be performed at least once in hotspot areas in order to determine problematic or 

prominent genes and to predict the possible consequences. This will aid in developing 

accurate surveillance plans. In addition to the advantage of comprehensive information on 

ARGs, NGS can be applied in a feasible manner in order to perform other water quality 

assessments such as microbial source tracking of bioindicators and investigation of 
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biodegradation (Tan et al., 2015). Whole genome sequencing of isolate Ap_M2_1.6 from 

which three ARGs were detected or metal resistant isolates Zn_W1_1.6 and Cu_W1_1.4 from 

which two ARGs for each were detected, could bring greater insight into more resistance 

mechanisms present in the impacted system (Tan et al., 2015; Schwartz et al., 2015). 

 

 Re-evaluation of allowable metal concentrations in surface water after investigation of 

more surface water systems in South Africa 

Metal concentrations have been under routine surveillance in surface waters due to their 

direct toxic effects to humans and animals and their general detrimental impact on water 

quality (DWAF, 1996). Recent studies have indicated that metal concentrations lower than 

that of the standards set out by DWAF for surface water are selecting for metal resistance 

(Seiler and Berendonk, 2012). This observation was also observed in the current study. Thus, 

it is proposed that the phenomenon be investigated in more systems and that Target Water 

Quality Ranges that were set out by DWAF (1996) and the resource quality objectives (DWAF, 

2009) be re-evaluated considering the health concern, especially in a country with high 

numbers of immunocompromised individuals. 

 

 Include routine antibiotic concentration measurements and quantification PCR of 

resistance genes 

In addition to routine measurements of metal concentrations, routine measurements of 

antibiotics in the environment should also be considered. This will aid in tracking sources that 

release antibiotics into the environment which serves as a selective pressure for antibiotic 

resistance (Lubick, 2011).  

 

The inclusion of qPCR could aid future studies to pinpoint whether antibiotic resistance was 

due to antibiotic contamination or due to metal contamination by means of statistical analysis 

as was performed by Zhu et al. (2013) on swine farms. Thus, this approach involves: (i) 

measurement of antibiotic and metal concentrations (ii) quantification of ARGs and (iii) 

correlating these values measured in (i) and (ii) using statistical methods. 
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 Development of standard protocols and routine surveillance of antibiotic resistance in 

the natural environment 

Research has been done globally to indicate that the natural environment is a reservoir and 

probably one of the main disseminators of antibiotic resistance (Lachmayr et al., 2009; Biyela 

et al., 2004; Kümmerer, 2003). This phenomenon together with waterborne disease, is killing 

millions of people annually. South Africa has a considerable number of immunocompromised 

people and it is therefore suggested that antibiotic resistance in the environment be 

investigated and monitored adequately (Mgbemena et al., 2012). Eradicating antibiotic 

resistance from a surface water source is not an option at the moment, thus baseline levels 

should be determined for each system and monitored. If fluctuations are observed, causative 

agents should be searched for and handled in such a manner as to keep the levels as low as 

possible (Lubick, 2011). This type of data will aid to predict possible threats to humans, 

animals and plants that are dependent on the source. Routine gene monitoring as described 

by Michael et al. (2016) could also be considered. 

 

 Include different microhabitats and the drinking water system 

Previous studies have indicated that the sediment may play an important part as reservoir for 

the co-selection of metal and antibiotic resistance, an observation partially observed in the 

current study (Tuckfield and McArthur, 2008; Wright et al., 2006). Furthermore, co-selection 

of metal and antibiotic resistance has frequently been observed in biofilms (Baker-Austin et 

al., 2006). Thus, as also suggested by Wright et al. (2006) different microhabitats within the 

system should be investigated in order to identify reservoirs for the phenomenon. This will aid 

to predict how genes are transferred between the microhabitats and disseminate throughout 

the system. 

 

Baker-Austin and co-workers (2006) reviewed the co-selection of antibiotic and metal 

resistance and found that studies indicated that isolates within the drinking water system were 

more resistant to Cu, Zn and Pb than those isolated from the raw water. In addition to these 

metals the isolates were also resistant to multiple antibiotic classes. The authors attributed 

this to the various metals that bacteria are exposed to within drinking water systems. Future 

studies should therefore include drinking water and distribution systems when investigating 

the co-selection of metal and antibiotic resistance. This will aid to predict the threats that the 

metals found in drinking water systems or those that line the distribution system pose to 

human health. 
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 Determination of pathogenicity and screening for virulence genes will be advisable for 

clinically relevant isolates 

Many of the identified isolates of the current study were strains of species or genera that have 

previously been documented to be pathogenic. Thus, as suggested by Molale and 

Bezuidenhout (2016) it is important to investigate the pathogenicity of clinical relevant 

organisms, together with antibiotic resistance, to link and predict possible community 

infections. 
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APPENDIX A 

 

Minimum co-selective concentrations (MCC) of relevant metals and the measured concentrations by the Tlokwe Municipality 

at sites in the Mooi River catchment on relevant dates. All values are in µg/L. 

 
Metals 

MCC 
(Seiler and 

Berendonk, 2012) 

WFS (TM) MR (TM) GMB PD 

March  May July  March  May July  March  May July  March  May July  

Cu 0.03 28.0 6.00 1.00 18.0 3.00 2.00 8.00 1.00 32.0 3.00 2.00 12.0 

Fe NA 50.0 10.0 10.0 40.0 40.0 0.00 10.0 60.0 40.0 20.0 30.0 0.00 

Pb 0.29 2.00 1.00 53.0 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 

Zn 19.61 N/D 20.0 70.0 N/D 20.0 210.0 N/D 20.0 250.0 N/D 10.0 60.0 

The March, May and July sampling dates of the Tlokwe sampling were 10/03/15, 12/05/15 and 28/07/15 respectively. WFS (TM)  
Wonderfonteinspruit, MR (TM) – Mooi River site, GMB- Gerhardminne Bron, BDI- Boskop Dam Inflow, BDC- Boskop Dam Canal, PD- 

Potchefstroom Dam, N/A – not applicable, N/D – not determined. Cu- copper, Fe-iron, Pb – lead, Zn – zinc 
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APPENDIX B 

 

Geographical (GPS) co-ordinates of the sites of the current study and the sites at which 

Tlokwe Municipality measured metal concentrations.  

Sites of the current study 

Site Longitude Latitude 

WFS 1 27.382111 -26.315806 

WFS 2 27.270500 -26.367417 

MR BC 1 27.158722 -26.253167 

MR BC 2 27.139083 -26.360111 

MR AC 1 27.124584 -26.514528 

MR AC 2 27.103614 -26.571806 

Tlokwe Municipality sites 

WFS (TM) 27.150000 -26.440000 

MR (TM) 27.120000 -26.450000 

GMB 27.130000 -26.510000 

BDI 27.070000 -26.670000 

PD 27.090000 -26.660000 

WFS-Wonderfonteinspruit, MR- Mooi River, BC- before confluence, AC- after confluence, (TM)-Tlokwe 
Municipality, GMB- Gerhardminne Bron, BDI- Boskop Dam Inflow, BDC- Boskop Dam Canal, PD- 
Potchefstroom Dam 

 

 

APPENDIX C 

 

Scores used for Agglomerative hierarchical cluster analysis from inhibition zone data 

Assigned score 10 8 5 2 1 0 

Inhibition zone measurement (mm) 0 - 8 9 - 12 13 - 17 18 - 22 23 - 30 > 30 
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APPENDIX D 

 

Description of the isolate labels with Ap_W1_1.1 as an example 
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APPENDIX E 

 

E.1: AHC-Cluster Centroid scores for each antibiotic on three sampling occasions 

March 

Cluster Ax Ap Tt Er St Tm Cp 

A 7.952 8.238 6.048 1.810 5.571 7.619 4.286 

B 10.000 10.000 5.750 9.250 2.083 10.000 5.583 

C 9.905 10.000 9.762 9.524 9.905 9.381 7.143 

 

May 

Cluster Ax Ap Tt Er St Tm Cp 

A 9.429 9.071 5.714 8.464 7.536 9.857 9.643 

B 10.000 10.000 9.429 3.143 6.857 0.286 8.857 

C 9.125 9.438 7.188 5.188 4.625 8.875 1.875 

 

July 

Cluster Ax Ap Tt Er St Tm Cp 

A 9.556 9.556 3.111 3.556 7.000 8.889 0.778 

B 9.733 9.733 6.667 9.533 7.400 9.733 8.667 

C 6.250 7.000 3.500 7.500 4.000 4.750 9.500 

 

 

E.2: Distances between clusters on the AHC dendrograms for three sampling dates 

March 

 Cluster A B C 

A 0 9.070 10.501 

B 9.070 0 8.954 

C 10.501 8.954 0 

 
May 

 Cluster A B C 

A 0 11.662 9.106 

B 11.662 0 11.739 

C 9.106 11.739 0 

    

July 

 Cluster A B C 

A 0 10.562 11.635 

B 10.562 0 8.418 

C 11.635 8.418 0 
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APPENDIX F 

 

Agarose gel image of tetL amplicons that were detected as non-specific 

 

 
 

 

 


